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FEDERAL COURT
CONVENES TODAY

PADUCAH. KY.'. MONDAY EVENIN
G. APRIL 15 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

Gets Down to Business Without Any Delay

ARE

LEGS AMPUTATED
BY WHEEL OF CAR
Mr. Neville Farrow Meets a
Shocking Death

Different Elementm That Go to Develop Our Citizens Diseussed
in Sermon.

•
CASES

tv 1nOMFORT1.2LE POSITION.

The Rev. William Bourquin's
Able Exposition

Grand and Petit Jiffies Empanelesi,
Charge Delivered and Grind
of Term.

TICE

COMING CITIZENS
AND EDUCATION

10 CENTS PER WEEK

DISMISSED.

Found Lying Along Track Near
Halls, Tenn., and Brought to
Riverside Hospital.

ADVANTAGES OF OUR LIBRARY.
TO BE BURIED AT PRINCETON.

THREATENING.

•

The regular April term of fesieral
Following is the sermon delivered
Threatening and probably showers
'court began in Paducah at 9 o'clock
yesterday by the Rev. Willia Hourm
Neville C. Farrow, 42 years o:d, a
tonigh
t
and
Tuesday warmer.. Highthis morning. The dockets are short
quin at the German
Estangetical
painter, of Halls. Tenn., died at
and k Is thought court will last no est tempernture yesterday,
57; lowest church on the
subjeet "Education:"
Riverside hospital this morning at 5
longer than today. Court officials today,
30.
And he humbled thee, and suffer
o'clock from injuries sustained Suuarrived from Louisville la* night on
ed
thee to hunger, and fed thee
day afternoon at Halle while attempt...
the 6 o'clock train and are as folwith
manna, * • • that, he might
lows: Walter Evans, judgeefGeorge
log to board a moving train.
GRAIN MAAKET.
make
thee know that man doth not
DuRelle, district abtorney;
Farrow formerly lived at PrinceHorace
Cincinnati, April 15.—Wheat,
live by
_
bread alone, but by everything
Jolly, assistant district attorney; G.
ton, but for five years had been
that
79; corn, 49%; oats, 44.
in
proceedeth out of The mouth of
W. Long, marshal; William Blades
Tennessee. Yesterday afternoon he
Jehovah (loth he dive. Deuteronom
and Miss Hortense Horton, deputy
was picked up by the track
y 8.3.
with
D. A. R. CONGRESS.
marshals. Bridgeford Simms, colorTwo especial things God did for
both feet cut off. At 2 o'clock
this
Washi
ngton
ed, court crier. Metiers. L. A. M.
, April 15.—Repthe children of Israel during
morning be was brought to Peduc
their
at
resentatives of 65,000 daughters
Rat:roads: "Hang a: I. too.. I 1..ther oak
Greif and John R. Clark were apit with the big dog."
journey through the wilderness.
and placed in Riverside hospita
He
l. His
of the American Revolution meet
pointed bailiffs.
gave them food, revealing him,coedition was considered hopele
—Trist in New Orleans T,,•• Chutnoare•
ss
today in the Sixteenth annual
Miss Theresa Kfeohoff, stenographself as the loving God
from
the outset and three hours
who cared
later
congre
ss
of
that
society. Reelecer In Wear & Martin's office, was sehe expired.
for them. But he gave them
more
tion of Mrs. Hofstad McLea
lected as a deputy clerk of the federa:
n as
than that. He gave them his comFarrow leaves a mother, Mrs. Betpresident seems certain.
court, and took most of the orders in
mandments that not by bread
tie Farrow at Princeton, Ky.',
but by
and an
short hand.
doing His will they should truly
aunt, 'Mrs. Vvalliam Marble, wife
live.
FAILURE: ON 'CHANGE.
There are many visiting attorneya
of
It is God speaking through Muses
the well known Paducah
that
New York, April 15.—The
present and following is a partial
attorney.
eating and drinking is not the
The body was prepared for
most
failure of W. L. Stowes company
Hat: H. J. Moorman, J. D. Robbins
burial
important in life, but that
lads morning' and at 11:25
was announced on stock
there
and Pete C. Seay, Mayfield.
is
o'clock
exsomet
hing
higher whereby and
was -taken to Princeton. The
change. At the offices of the
for
The first business of the court was
burtai
Metropolis Blues Come Over Awakened at Early Hour By Serio
which to live. The first verse
will take place this afternoon.
firm it was stated no statement
points
empaneling the grand jury as bus
Derai
ltnen
t
This
Side
to
it.
"All the commandments which
Of liabilities will be made
lows: Green Gray and A. W. WatSeville Farrow was a brother
in Spite of Weather and De- Warning Blast They Are of
until
of
I command thee this day shall
Princeton in Which Nine B. F. Farrow, former
Stowe arrives in the city. It is
kins, city; H. P. Johnson, Cayce;
ye obly of this; city,
serve
test
"Culleys" Whose Line- at Work Extinguishing the Freig
to do that ye may live.
understood the firm has no ini
Henry Rhodes, Heights; Dock Clemht Cars are involved--- for years was a policeman and well
portant outstanding contracts
We live in a commercial age. Near, eine, Kuttawa; W. T. Garner, Princeknown political worker.
Up is incomplete
Blaze in Few Minutes
Great Damage
with members of the stock exton; W. W. Redford, Bardwell;
ly every Individual city and nation
is
—
change.
deeply interested and actively
Henry B. Allen, Crider; T. W. Moss,
en'BEAUTY CONTEST.
gaged in commer4falism. •
Ironhill; R. H. Ward, city; D. C.
There is RESULTS 01' LEAGUE GAME
S. CHIEF OF FIRE DEPARTMENT. LOSS
McCienden, Dublin; Walter Vickers,
the danger of thinking of bread
THAW RECOVERS.
IS SEVERAL THOUSAND. Wftl Be Interesting
alone.
Feature of C. L.
Gilbertsville; T. I. Travis, Tribume;
But we are overcoming the
New York, April 15.—Until
danger by
U. Excursion.
John Moore, Mayfield; George W.
the question of who will be
another movement that is movin
g in
Saundeas, Mayfield; Walter lAaaitar, .Harry Thaw's kaaal adviso
Although unprepared for the visit,
harmony with the commercial
To say, that the committee
rs In
Four loud blasts of .the Illinois
and
A serious freight wreck at the foot
of the
Murray; J. W. Denham, Hazel, foreand in anything but good shape, the Centra
the future it is definitely decidthat is the educational movem
Central Labor Union is elated
l shop whistles sounded a fire of Dulaney Hill, two
ent.
A
is
miles north of
at
ed and platt.are tentatively out"Culley" team, of this city, gave the alarm
new interest in education,
putting it mildiy, although the
this morning at 4 o'clock, and Belknap station. and
In the
memet/
miles
north
lined for the conduct of the
Metropolis Biagi" a _bard fight Yes- oxiiixg dozen
gposdest "KW of the term, Is
The Petit Jury.
bers fear they are going to run short
drowse
sweep-0entrel,
case.
The petit jury was empaneled as
terday afternoon at Wallace ' park, ing Foreman Georg Boiadu
ing over our country, and it
ticiftirm Ter-Me:IF Island Queen exe
rant, of occurred Sunday morni
is bringng at 9:30 cursio
follows: T. W. Moss, Columbus; J.
losing the game by a score of 5 to 2, the planing mill, and
ing to us more forcibly than
n on April 25. A great part of
chief of the de- o'clock. Four cars
ever bewere burned out the credit
M. Walker, city; Lige Franklin, Lethe same score made in the first game partment, tumbled out of
fore the true principles of
NO AMERICANS.
is due to the pretty conbed to of nine, wthich were
life.
derailed. No one test between
vies-, J. K. Wyman, Hickory Grove;
two weeks before. Manager Trail answer the alarm. They were memthe following fair inRome, April 15.—Seven new
Education is more than knowle
was
injure
d. The damage is about habita
dge. had tered
W. T. Downs, Murray; Rufus W.
nts of Paducah: Miss Nellie
the "Blues" not to come, bers of the Illinois Central private
cardinals were created today by
Education embraces the develo
$8,000.
pment as the
Perry, Hardin; W. D. Clanton, Hazel:
Mercer, Miss Mabel Lowery, Miss
weather was too cold, and fire department, and within fifteen
Pope Pius at a secret consistory.
along the five principal lines
of hu- when
The train, was No. 1e5, from Ev- Edith Sirk,
J. F. Giles, Gra3cey; R. P.-Cartwright,
the Illinois team showed up at minutia after the sounding of the
Fromm Weikert,
All are foreigners. Several Amman activity. First the
knowledge
Crider; D. A. Sexton, Kettawa; I. C.
lt) o'clock on the morning train, he alarm were on the scene with 600 ansville, a mixed freight, which
erican bishops were also appointis Miss Gertrude Hagge.
of the material wor:d; second
, knowl- had
Nall, GrIbertsville; John Broadbent,
A ballot box has been placed in
ed.
to scrape up a teem. Hie regular feet of hose stretched. A cinder car "split- at Princeton add run into Paedge of language, or the
•
manner of lineup
Wallonia; Ben Adams, Hardy/ell; M.
ducah as an extra, in charge of En- the office of the steamer Island Queen
on
the
repair
tracks
west
was
not
of
the
secure
d.
expression; third a realization
W. Heaelee Springhill; S. H. Wright,
and
planing mill
was burning briskly gineer Rogers and Conductor Hughes where the votes may be deposited at
The score
R H E
love of the beautiful in
Fulton; L. G. Norwood, Wickliffe; R.
appearance Blues
when the firemen arrived. Within a When the train went down Dulaney arry time during the day, the steam5 7 4
and sound; fourth, a deve:o
H. Crate Princeton; J. J. Crittenped sense Culiey
few minutes after the hose
was Hill, nine cars left the track at the er probably lying at the wharf all
s
2 8 3
of the social element 'of life,
den, Hampton; H. E. Erwin, Tobacwith its
stretched the fire was extainguished. bottom. Two were oil cars, which day. The box will not be opened unBatter
ies:
Dye and Dorle; Block
beauties and responfilbilities, and
co; C. C. Willett, Fancy Farm; D. L.
But for the timely discovery of the were partly demolished, scattering til she leaves on the last trip in the
fifth aind Block.
and before all, a 'respo
Nelson, Fair Dealing; J. M. Miller.
evening, after which time no more
conflagration many cars in the stor- oil over the wreckage. The
nse to the suManager Trail's team will meet the
train
pernatural or religious. These
city; T. M. Fauntleroy, Kevil; C. R.
votes will be allowed. The announceage repair tracks might have been caught fire and a hurry call took
rep St. Louis "Washingto
the ment
n's" Sunday,
resent the great chartnels of
Rollings, La Center; Ja B. Knight,
of the result of the vote and
consumed.
local wrecker to the scene.
victory one of the
fastest semi-amateur
Mayfield; George Thomas, Woodpresentation of the prizes will be
Washington,
April
16.—Chiel in this life. They are the things we
Volunteers worked • on the wreckteams in St. Louis.
ville,
made In the grand dancing salon of
Moore, of the weather bureau, issued find ourselves inclined to and
PRI•eilDENT'S COUSIN.
capaage and prevented several cars
from the steamer as soon as the decisions
ble
of doing. They are natural
a bulletin announcing an earthquake
Criminal Docket.
Washi
ngton
to us.
. *pail 15.—The
igniting. The oil ears and two headNATIONAL LEAGUE.
are made.
•
• By 11 o'clock the court had con- of great intensity this morning four- Education is the drawing out, the destate department was informed
ed with merchandise were burned
up.
RHE
cluded the regular criminal docket. teen . minutes before 1 o'clock, con- velopment of these natural tenden
of
the
death
of Consul General
- Chicag
This morning rtte wrecker returned
o
2 G
Following are the cases disposed of: tinuing over two hours. It was an cies by the reading and hearin
TWO RUNS MADE.
0. C. Roosevelt, at Brussels, afg of
to
the scene. Tge five derailed ears
St.
Louis
0 0 4
M. 0. Cope, embezzienient, contin- unusually violent eathcinake com- facts and opinions, by thinking or
ter a long illness. He was a
not burned were ehoved into the Fire Dellar
' Hatteries—Lungeen and Moran;
parably in a distance and intensity study and by activity or experi
tment Saves, Buildings
ued.
cousin of the president and enence. Beebe
clear.
The fast flyer, No, 2, passing
and
Marsha
ll.
As
With
with
Little -Loss.
the
tered
those
consul
the
at
elemen
Valpar
ar
servic
ts
aiso
in
e
and
of
Henry Elliott, illicit whisky se41Kingseducation are
Paducah at 11:25 o'clock, W5s. delay•
natural It is onr duty to develo
1878 from Pennsylvania. He has
ing, found guilty and sentenced to tone.
p them
rd over an hour, an were
Two runs were made be tee tire
ha our self first. We and
aerved at Auckland, New ZeaAMERICAN LEAGUE.
several
Albany, N. Y., April
30 days in jail and fine of 6106.
treothers benfreigh
t trains,
department yesterday but little earnland,
at St. Helena, Matanzas,
R -H IC
William Diggs. illicit whitilay sell- mendous earthquake occurred this efit by it. But we have duties toage was done. At 6 o'clock the boee
Bordeaux and Brussels.
morning, Which was, felt probably in ward others, who have not the oppor- St. Louis
2 9 3
ing, continued.
real No. 4 was summoned to the
OPEN
ING
EXER
Chica
CISES OF
go
tunity 'nor enlightment
6 10 1
we
have.
Dink. Boiling, illicit whisky sell- the extreme southern. part of this conHIGH SCHOOL THIS WEEK Johnson-Denker coal office 'on TenFIEND
ISH
MURD
Batter
Thus
ER.
iets-Pely
Steven
it
tinent
'beco
and
son,
mes the duty of all, of
or the northern part of South
ing, continued.
nessee street at the eget Illinois CenChicago, April 15.— Shot to
White and McFarland.
the individual, of the city,
America.
state and
J. S. Bordeaux, postal frauds, contral crossing. Rubbish dumped' into s
Opening exercises will be an
death by unknown enemies tnd
Sunday's Results.
ratios, to direct attention to this
engreat
tinued.
joyable feature at the High school hollow had caught afire. At 8 o'clock
his body tied to a railroad track
Pholadelehia, 4; Boston. 2.
subject of education. A great
BANK FILES DEMURRER •
deal
this week. Tomorrow morning
a second alarm called the No. 1, 3
W. N. Tinsley, boneman of Henry
to be crushed and disfigured by
Cleveland, 9; Detroit, 3.
Gr. H.
has been done, but a great
IN REIRKOPF ACTIONS.
deal more
P. Sights will give an address along and 4 companies to the residence of
Elliott, dismissed of bond forfeitirre,
approa
an
ching
train,
was
the
Chicago, 6; St. Louis, 4,
Demurrer to the juriadirticrn of the needs to beelone.
the line of hygiene. On
Mr. Albert Myles, .Thirteezeh and
de'lvering Elliott to the court.
fate that overtook Andrew WyThursday
New York,. 4; Washington, 4.
aThe Agencies.
McCracken circuit court was flied in
Trimble streets. A coal house was
morning Miss Anna Webb will
kowitz ,o( Chicago, is traveling
George Vernet, now In state prisgive
Educational agencies have been set
the federal court by attorneys for the
burning. It was extinguished wee a
a reading to the school. and
solesman, at Thurmond. W. Va.
on, charged in federal court with
Friday
American-German National bank in to work al; over the country. Some MEDICAL SOCIETY MEETS
few dollars damage to the roof.
morning Mrs. A. R. Meyers,
News of the tragedy reached the
postal frauds, continued. He will be
pros:IN PADUCAH FOR TWO DAYS
the setts of Cecil Reed, trustee of ef the wealth odour country has been
dent of the Alamni association,
Chicago police today.
out of state prison in June, and will
will
The thirty-seventh annual convensiren
the
for
Rehleo
E.
BROCKPORT SCHOOLS.
the
give a talk about the works of "Sydpf Saddlery company,
purpose of building IIbe prosecuted by the federal authorition
of
Southw
the
estern
Kentucky THIE STOL
brutes
bankru
ney
and
pt,
to
recove
Unita
colleg
for
r
".
the
es
bank
Which
wherev
alshe
E
F
ties.
er most
EVERYTHING
gave at one
Medical society will meet in Paducah
leged usury. Judge Evans said he needed. The best talent is
EATABLE LN THE HOUSE. of the recent meetings of the asso- Closing Exerciseg Will Re of later.
brOuglet May 14-15.
Albert Gary, for detainittg a letPaduc
ah
Is
the
perma
ciation,
eating Character.
would get a date to hear arguments to nearly every community by ieeture
ter, pleaded guilty and fined $100.
nent annual meeting place of the so_ft:surges and chanta
at Louisville.
.
Mr. Ben Price, the bricklayer. Se9
Woman
's
ueelle
•
ciety. Officers will be elected and a
Frank Houser, Herbert Tyree and
Firookport 111., April 15.— ClotsWHOLESALE DRUG CO.
Influent* has been enlisted thorou
gh program of papers and lectures on South Fourth *reek, arose this mornGay Walker. boas, for shooting into
lug exercises of the Bnookport grad$10fe fine and three months in Jail
the educational committees or
IS
INCO
ing
to
RPOR
every
that
find
ATED
hit
of
food
4n
the medical and scientific subjects, will
a rural mail box, former two ac- •
Articles of incorporation of L. S. ed eohoo' will be held at the Chriswomen's clubs. Many newspa
Civil Docket.
pers occupy the two days' sessions. A ban- the house had been stolen. He re
quitted and latter fined $26.
Lien church as follows:
DuBois, Son & company were
Minnie Tice, suit for da m dies are lending their influence
tired
early
filed
and
slept
soundl
y.
On
to
the quet on the evening of'May 14 will
Thomas Gordon. !Welt ahisky
April 19 at 7 p. m.—Class Day ExSaturday in county court. Ithe capiagainst Patrolman
higher development of man.
Aaron
Hurley
awake
ning his wife went into the
Our be given to the visitors by the local
se'lLrtg, continued.
tal stock is fixed at $90,000, divide erelsea.
and bond, for killing her husband, wonderful system of
d
public schools is society. The sessions of the nonven- kitchen to superintend the preparaPhil J. Abbott, for embezzling
April 21 at 7 p. m.—Baccalaureate
Into shares of $100 each. Following
dismissed.
sztendAng its influence wherever
tion of breakfast. The kitchen winover $7,000 from the Amerlhan Gerpos- tion will be held in the city ball.
Add
nee— Nat Boomer.
are
the
lecorp
orator
Grand Jury's Report.
s:
I,. S. DuBois,
sible. Sunday schools and church
dow was open and the room in conman National bank, continued.
es
April 25 at 7 p. m —Commence460; George DuBois, 120: Allan AshThe grand jury did quick work Are at work
fusion. All fresh moat and everyeverywhere.
Birdwell Dora Crime.
Dell Dowdy, °harassd with illicit
craft, 60; H. Pat McElrath, 60 anent Address by State Superintendthis morning and indicted nine per
Thus body, mind and soul find
Barewell, Ky.. Apre
whisky selling, conkinned and bond
15.— Ed thing, including groceries, had been shares. The nature
opof the business ent F. G. Blair, subject. "Manhood.?
sons before noon. The charges arc lortunity for
Stockton. Reed about 17 years, shot stolen,
development.
fixed at $300.
Presentation of diplomas, by Dreg,will be wholesale drugs. The firm
withheld. only the names being reThe educational movement of our and mortally wounded his uncle, BarJohn B. Murphy. of Fulton, IndictIdent of the hoard of education, H.
(-wiles the building formerly run
turned into open court. Those he 'Arne is at
by
Brown Hearing Tomorrow,
work in our midst through low latockeon at the letter's home and
ed this morning for Illicit whisky
Dialiols, Kolb & company on Broad- W. Ho'.if)eh!.
ddeted this morning are as follows: fti variou
Wade Brown, deputy United States way.
s agencies. We are herring then &swanned Mrs. Stockton, who
selling, was ill and had to lie dawn
Des. W. F. Alvey and A. List
John B. Murphy, Arthur Cox. Ed And must
*rive to do'still better wilrk earns to her husband's rescue, knock marshal, will leave at 3:45.2;alatalt Eilleee
during the entire session of court le
eaidat 1.4.4.ttoll- simspartaxeca.--.
..„......1-C^....W44414..
PRIbiratt.
.
Coil, Cralte Gardiner, Henry Spragi'b
g het doilff- ftlff
re
iffilif'Movement /or the uplift
HIrk m n, to
the deierty mamphalai office. His bond
State Senator J Wheeler Campbell
gins. Jake Courtney, Philip J. Ab lig of
string
I1130011
aCiatla 1)0IA• with ker- stand trial for killing James Bolton,
her
humanity. We have, a good Bwas fixed at *8200 airl4 the ease conhas received A letter from Jobe '
Bible Inetitute Meets.1,
Nat, Elbert M. Stephenson and H C erate%
_
our city. A library is s osene he set fire to the cesthlog. The Me'rehal Brown's friends feel sure
tinned.
The Bible institute is in session at Clements, member of the interst te
MeCtard. Abbott was hulteded before wonder
flames
revive
Site
and
d
that
her,
was enahe will t•P• acquitted, the shootful power Mr good. Many
Rd Cox, indictee' with Arthur onx
the Baptist church at. Murray today. commerce commission, seating that he
fell bled in some unitecourstable
for the embesslematut of foods frotti
manner ing being purely accidental. It is pos- It
to see it and *rumble at the few (ante
for Hiatt whisky twaing, -Was
will continue three days.
The will come to Memphis Apta 24 and
etc- the A met-leant Ger man Nation
tes extinguish them, but not until she sible that District Attorn
al bank Added to their taxes.
ey George Rev, Calvin- M. Thompson
quitted.
But
evert
and
they
the will be In Lotti•rtIle April 24 sad 27,
had been frightfully burned. She Ilea DuRelle will go to Hickm
this Making the second true bill
an with Rev. L. G. Godson are attend
Arthur Cox, Merit whisky so lag
ing. Dr. and western Kentucky enal operators
at the home of a neighbor near here Deputy Marshal Brown to
against him.
assist in Tlwmtpsclet will lead at Wedne
arr i0ontinued on Page Eight.
sday's may meet him at either place and
)
In a dying coaditkei.
tee defense.
session.
submit their grievances.

PICK-UP TEAM
I. C. MEN MAKE FOUR CARS BURN
BEATEN SUNDAY FAST RUN TO FIRE IN WRECK ON I. C.

• 4

BIG EARTHQUAKE
LASTS TWO HOURS

•

•

r

4

•

I

_

-
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

PERIODS OF PAIN GUILTY, VERDICT

ef
4 tz, • •

IN STANDARD CASE

While no woman is entirely free
from periodic &uterine. it does not
sees to be the plan of nature that
women should suffer so severely. Irregularities and pain are positive
evidence that something is wrong
which should be set right or it will
lead to sericius derangement of the
feminine orgardstn.
Thousands of women, have
found relief from all periodic suffering by taking Lydia E. Pink
ham's Vegetable Compound, which
is made from native roots and herbs,
Us it is the most thorough female
regulator known to medical science.
rie MI55 ADrI.A1 E NICMQLS
It cures the condition which
causes so much discomfort and robs
that period of its terrors. Women who are troubled with painful or irregular functions should take immediate action to ward off the serious
consequences and be restored to health and strength by taking

1.362 Counts for Rebating
Stand in Federal Court
alaxlmnm Fine Would He -29,240,000 If Precedent IN Crilninall
Pnictice Were Followed.

sorrmiN

CAVICS

AIRE

NEXT

Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Miss Adelaide Nichols of 824 West 2and Street, New York City,
writes:—Dear Mrs. Pinkbam:-"If women who suffer would only rely
upon Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Cotnpoand their troubles would be
quickly alleviated. I feel greatly indebted for the relief and health
which has been brought to me by your inestimable remedy.''
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound cures Female Complaints
such as Falling and Displacements. and Organic Diseases. Headache.
General Debility, Indigestion, and invigorates the whole feminine
system. For the derangements of the Kidneys of either sex Lydia
E. Plnkhant's Vegetable Compound is excellent

Chicago, April 15.—The Standard
Oil company was found guilty of rebating by a jury in Federal Judge
Landis' court. The jury declared the
trust was not guilty- on 441 counts
of the indictment, but that it was liable on 1,462 counts. The maximum

Mrs.Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs.Pinkham, at Lynn.Slass.From the symptoms given, the trouble
may be located and the quickest and surest way of recovery advised.

•

•

fine is, $20,000 on each count and the
minimum $1,000. Therefore, the
maximum gross fines may aggregate
$29,24-0,000.

Terminal and St Louis Bridge comSO SOOTHING
pany
Of the 1,901 coluits, 435 were Its Influence Haw Been Felt By go
quash .J as defective,
Many Paducah Readers.

illEATRICAL NOTES

The soothing influence of relief
.Aftar sufferiug from ltchiug Piles,
Front Eczema or auy Jtehineee' of
the skiu,
Makes one feel grateful to the

remedy.
Dose's Ointment has soothed hunSeabrooke In New Comedy.
The St. Louis Republic of Monday, dreds.
Here's what one Paducah citizen
Apt-I: 8, has the following to say of
'The Man On The Box" at The Ken- says:
tucky tonight:
J. R. Womble, of 1162 Broadway,
What would the Old guard, the Paducah, Ky., says: -For years I
musket catriedy
old
guard, who was a sufferer from Itching piles in a
knew Tom Seabrooke as King Porn- very severe form. They were the
mery Second, say if thee should look plague of my life.
When I would
in at the Garrick and see the new get heated up they would annoy me
Man on the Box? Let us hope they terribly and at night I could get no
would like the change. It is far and rest. I have
often got up and walked
away better than Seobrooke's most
around the room. 1 believe I have
optimiatic friends dreamed him capatried nearly everys renietly that has
ble of attaining. This man who used
been on the market but nothing ever
to diefigure himself to make the mulgave me the desired relief until I got
titude roar, is refreshingly comely.
a box of Dcian'a Ointment at DuBois
Can you, by any trick of the imagistore. The very first apnation, see the creator of funny old & Co.'s drug
plication
gave
me tenet and after the
Pcrrnmery exhibiting a keen appreciation of the beautiful and the poetic? second nay I could go to bed at night
This new Seabrooke, this army lieu- and sleep as peacefully and quietly
tenant, who pretends he is a coach- as anyone, The one box cured me
about, three
It is now
man to be near the girl of his heart, entirely.
has fine sentinfent, choice English months since I used it and there has
and a smart knowledge of men and been no sign of a return,, I also used
the Ointment on my hand for a sore
thinge.
Mr. Seabrooke muse be almost as and found it very healing," (From
old as Kaiser Wilhelm, but we be- statement given in 1900.)
A Leering Cure.
hold a graceful actor with handsome
On Feb. 18, Mr. Womble confirmed
youth„.a merry laugh that seems to
come from the heart, and an agility the above statement by saying: "I
almost boyish. Those who say Henry gave a statement in 1'W telling how
Dixey as Lieutenant Worburton, may Doan's Ointment has cured me of a
insist that Dixey has a shade the bet- severe case of itching piles. I am
ter of it, but they will like Seabrooke. gled to confirm that statement at
Those who haven't seen Dixey will this time as the cure has been lastproclaim Seabrooke something of a ing Doan's Ointment is certainly a
Wonder. Comparisons, of course, are superior remedy for this trouble on
almost inevitable, since Dixey was at any skin affection."
the Garrick only a few weeks ago.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
"The Man on the Box" 4s somewhat cents. Foster-Milburn
Co.. Buffalo,
Similar to the automobile play, "The New York,
sole agents for the United
Lightning Continchor", done by KelStates.
cey and Shannon, at the Century,
Remember the name—Doan's—
more than a year ago. The coachman
and take no other.
In this piece is strikingly like the
chauffeur i411, the other comedy.
Sylvia Lynden has taken up, the GROW PALMS ON TEXAS SOIL.
role of the fair Elisabeth Annealey,
oho . girt Lieutenant
Worburton Experiments i niflute Culture Saki to
Show Great Success.
adores. Miss Lynden has blossomed

Whether the court has any discretion to ignore the jury's finding
and fine on but one count is a disputed question. The defense does not
believe the court will inflict such an
unprecedented and enormous sum in
fines.
Lettuce
10 cents a head
United States District Attorney
Sweet Potatoes
80 cents bushel Sims declares the full penalty lb
Irish potatoes
60 cents bushel each will not be disproportionate.
New potatoes
15 cents a box
Should Pay Maximum Fine.
Owing to its unprecedented Young onions ....15 cents a dozen He says that if a common criminal
Greens
10 cents a bunch is sent to prison for thefts of an. ar. success last February.
Beets
2 bunches 15 cents ticle worth a few dollars then the imRadishes
5 cents a bunch position of $29,240,000 in fines
Walter N. Lawrence
Straw berries
15 cents quart against a corporation worth $200,Grape fruit
3
for 25 cents 000,000, a large portion of which
l'resents again
Bananas
15 cents dozer wealth was amassed by collecting reOranges
25 cents a dozen bates, will be reasonable, act acSThomas Q. =I Apples
40 cents a peck cording to the practice of the courts
ABROOK
Chickens
36 to 75 cents in cases of petty criminals.
Turkeys
The high-priced lawyers for the
17 1-2 cents lb
15 cents a dozen oil company were crestfallen over
MacGrath's Famous Novel Eggs
Butter
25 cents a pound their defeat. They express a deterRhubarb
5 cents bunch mination to care. the case to the
Peas
10 cents a box United States supreme court rather
Ham
17C lb than permit their clients to pay the
Sausage
10e lb great fine. If a single fine of a hunLard
12 1-2c lb dred thousand dollars is imposed
they will pay it but if the fine ex- promisingly since her last St. Louis
San Antonio, Tex., April 15.—The
ceeds $100,000 they will make a visit. She pleye the part admirably,
BON'ILLA SAFE.
advising pay- on the whole. Some of the itoubting growing of date palms for their fruit
desperate
light
before
•
Thomases who prefer Dixey to Sea, is a new and rapidly developing inDrallIaLlzed hs trace L. Furniss. Aboard Atneriean War Vessel and ment,
The Standard Oil company of Indi- brooke may say that Miss Lynden dustry along thet delta of the Rio
Peace Is Coming.
ana was indicted by the federal grand Isn't as lovely as the heroine we Greeds io Texas.
Prices: 25, 85, 50, 75, $1 and $em
Washington, April
15.-- Senor
knew before, though they must adExperts from the department of
'Cores, the Nicaraguan minister, offi- jury of the northern district of
note for acceptinceonceesions insto- mit that Miss Lynden is at all times agriculture at Washington have made
cially corroborates reports that
a
OCT FLOWERS.
natural and just as piquant. Thomas exhaustive experiments in this see
peaceful settlement will shortly be rage charges, reductions in rates and
Coleman's Colonel Annesley IS a tion, with the result that they unre604 effected in Central America. He re- receiving other railroad concessions.
Choice Carnations, per dos.
.have bee,' parent known only k.thnntricels.
servedly advise the planting of date
Roses, beet grade per doz. .. $1.04 ceived gratifying advices from his The amounts alleged to
Sidney Booth Is again veer much palms in a considerable territory that
Roman Hyacinths, white, per doz. W.)e government today. He was advised given aggregated $275,000 within
eight months. The investigation of at home am the lieutenant's intimate by means of soil surveys has been
A choice lot of betiding pLants of that President Bonilla, of Honduras,
associate, Charles Heraderaon,
would be given protection while he the vrand jury also disclosed, it is
found to be particularly adapted to
all kinds.
When Dixey suddenly left the comsaid,
that
oil
ivae-shipped
at
reduced
their growth.
Free &every te any part of the remained in Central America, on the
pany in Iowa, Mr. Booth stepped into
condition that he leave the country. rates for the Standard from Whiting
This, with the exception of a small
eity.
the
title part, and he is credited with
It is believed here that the exiling of to southern points.
area along the Gila river, in Arizona,
1/0M/AUS
At Grand inaction, Tenn., it was giving a most satisfactory performBonilla was the demand
made by
is the only section of the United
p&Onse 1111.
ance.
President Zelaya before he would lis- shipped without rehandling, It was
States where these trees do well.
"The Man on the Box," in a nutten to peaceful overtures. Command- averred while the product of rival
13-Year-Old Girl Suicide.
she:),
is
a
companies
was
rehandled
oil
in
a
bright
farce
with
the
er Derile, of the United cruiser ChiDamage Done to Welt.
15.— Be
Meriden, Miss., April
cago, advised the navy department more expensive manner. The investi- swiftneee of melodrama threaded inKansas City, Mo., April 15.—Great
to its fun.
cause her parents objected to her re- this afternoon
gation
was
completed
Wore
two
that Bonilla
has
A large audience enjoyed the per- damage was done throughout Kansas
ceiving attentions from William Ev- sought refuge on his ship and that he grand juries representing the dividand a large part of MissOur: by the
formance last night.
erett, 13-year-old Stella Burns com- would shortly leave Central Ameri- ed inrisdietton of the court.
Southern Charges Next.
mitted suicide today by jumping into ca. He says that a provisional govThe charges concerning Southern
FOR SALE.
Dog river, at Yellow Pine, Ma., so- ernment has been established in
Vacant lot between Fountain avecording to a dispatch.
Honduras with General Sierra in shipments have not yet been heard.
The railroads mentioned in that con- nue and Elizabeth street 50x 165%
charge, and prediets peace.
nection are the Chicago & Eastern ft. to alley. Price $080.
police
The Jamestown exposition
Evansville & Terre Haute,I1Illinois,
talking
the
hundred
about
consist
of
a
men,
known
lot
of
!Will
We do a
Southern.
The Chronicle, again, remarks that
weather, but it doesn't do any good. linois Central and the
as the Powhatan Guards.
The common carriers involved in "Lord de Ros is still wonderfully
the evidence of the case just decided hale for his nears, which is not surare the Chicago & Alton, Chicago prising."

Che Kentucky ;TODAY'S MARKETS 1

TO=NIGHT

riarold

THE MAN
ON THE BOX

I

THE WORTH OF A MINUTE

Thaw
Tragedy
and Trial

NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.

What You Do With It
Improve these minutes by the use of a New Phone,
for we give the quickest service in Pad u c a h.
Call Contract Department No. 650.

PADUCAH HOME TEIEPHONE CO, Inc.
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.-a-Why?
First—Because it,jrons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
for,

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Look for Neat• on Shoo

shoes have a style that
bespeakstulture and refineMr.lit and gives that distinction which marks the welldressed man. A happily
balanced combination of
good looks and good service
—suitable for every occasion
Our

"(lend'
Patent
Cohskin,
Swing
Shape;
Medium
Round toe

•

Most Styles are $5.00

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

Lendler & Lydon

a

This cut illustrates a player piano, or a player in a piano. This ig made
by our company. Both piano and player are high grade. Have the Indorsement of leading artists, and the guarantee of our company. The player
does not affect the piano and when it is to be used by the hands the pedals
and frontaare closed and it has everyappearance of a piano without a
player. It is to be used wher0 there is, or is not, a musician. It will
teach the child time, tune'and expression. It represents the highest degree of perfection in piano making..

W. T5:" MILLER

'BRO.,

518 BROADWAY
freezing temperature last night. Dinpatches front Kansasjtoints say that
the peaches, Pears, early Cheriiei and
apricots probably are killed and that
the apple crop will be greatly damaged. It may. be reduced one-half.
In all except the southeastern part
of Missouri conditions ere abott the
same.

ed, water tits both floors, sewerage
counection, fuel
gas,
improved
streets and skiewniks, grape arbor,
fruit trees, good stable, lot 50x163
to alley, $2,300,
H. ('. Hollins, Real Estate, Tnieheart
Building, Telephone 127.
There are no onions in Bermuda
for the visitor. They are all exported.

FOR SALE.
Eight room residence erettrally
cated, live rooms on grotnd floor and
—"Take the measure of the other
three rooms on 84VOIlli floor, double fellow"—know what your competitte
front porches 40 ft. long, large back is doing in the war of advertising,
porch, new shingle roof, newly paint- and plan accordingly.

•

•

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Next Week.
A,

A treatise on Numismatic'', written the Mystic Shrine at Indianapolis,
by King Victor Emanuel, of Ita'Y,
Ambassador leryee, of England.
has Just been published. It consists of wants the duplication of names of
an enumeration, reproduction and de- cities in the United States and Canascription of his collection of coins. da done away with, as he is having
said to be the most complete in the clinical:dee because of his letters goworld. The king will present copies ing to the wrong places.
to the principal foreign
Truman S. Woodward, an insane-,
museums.
The work wtll not be put on sale. . tor in chemistry in Princeton UmThe general secretary of the United versity, nearly bled to death as a reMates of Christian Endeavor, William suit. of an explosion of a quantity of
Shaw, announces that Vice President ether in a glees receptacle in the
Fairbanks will address theeTwenty- chemical department.
The "dog tax.'law, which was held
third International Christian Endeavor coaventioa, which Will be in see. unconstitutional in the °lifter circuit
Mon In Seattle July 10 to 15. His court, has reached the court of ate
snbject will be "Our Country—Its peala on review, and much intermit Is
Problems and PoSstbilittes"
manifested in the decision of the
Charlemagne Tower, ambassador higher court.
to Germany, on leave of absence in
A bill has been Introduced In the
this country, called at the @tate de- Wisconsin legislature to compel wopartment yesterday and had a leas men of means to support invalid hustalk with the secretary and other ar- bands. The hill Is aimed at rich
ticle's of the department respecting wives of old soldiers in
veterans'
the conditions in Gerwrany as he Mk homes.
The Louisville contested election
them.
The president has decided to exer- comes Will he argued this week, beginrise clemency In the case of former ning Tuesday, in the court of appeals
The bureau of navigation has deCapt. Hugh Kirkman, tried and convicted by court-martial In Manila of cided to convert the cruiser Baltimore
financial irregnlaritiem and oenteaced tato a mine planting ship, slather to
lo the pen I ten t ry for t wo years iby the proposition contemplated for the
remitting the remaining four sidliths Sas Francisco.
Chink has transmitted ,e• note to
of his liesitence

Kozy Electric Theater
Watch this article for day it is
put on, On only short time, so
come early or you will miss it.
Special arrangements for colored
patrons to see this great snow.
Remember the

KOZY THEATER
417 Broadway.
lust Back of Palmer House.

of the complete withdranal .of
intone troops from Metwohutie
Minister of 10dneation Sava, of
Italy, has taken step* to comment.*
eIcavation of Hereitiattenin in Jul)

FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building.

Both Phones 835

JEWELRY SALE
Special 10 Days'
Sale.
Genuine Rogers Knives
and Forks, set
Genuine Rogers Tea
Spoons, set ........

Genuine

Rogers Table
Spoons, set
A $1.00 Genuine Cut
Glass Bowl

$2.15
.75
I.
3.50

Highest art hand painted
china one-half off regular price.
A big discount In watches and
jewelry.
Remember the number-31S Broadikay.

,,,MikumeL.Ar—ta.lrbaniut...040.-1011,4412*.L.wAvrsilig
dent of the United States. end Reprotentative .Taman K Watson, of the
Sixth Indiana district. were membore of a hire* clam' that wee initiated
Into the mysteries of the Knights of

Real-Estate Agency.

OPTICAL CO., Inc.
J. A, Kenetzta, Jeweler and °pitfall

There's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you a
Home Savings Bank to,help you save. 81.00 will
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
small accounts.

Mechanics and
Farms Savinis Bank
211 Broadway

.5

110

bet

A11.100.4.41

,
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PAGE TIMEX

No Home in Paducah is Complete Without a
Copy of The Sun, 10c a Week.

The Koof

Hen ry Kainfei'er

For durability, beauty
and satisfaction
should be

Grow. and Feed Dea'er
Oldest established grocery
house in the city. Satisfactory business dealing has
made it so A trial order
is solicited.

Slate or Tin gingles
For estimates call on

O. R. Davis & Bro.
Phone 207.

•

City Transfer Co.
C L VanMeter, Manager.
Large moving vans. Competent men.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

On Your

Old Furniture?

And

Makes it Look

Like New

Poultry Netting

Get it at

Get Them of

HANK 4 DAVIS

Hank Bros.

old Phone 69,3-m.

(

446

a

•

Jewelry _Store
Shows the largest astortment in Paducah.

4

e

WHEN YOU CLEAN HOUSE.
You will want your carpets cleaned, and sell cleaned, too. Don't hire
a mon with a hroont stick to do the
work.; he will beat the very Itte out
of your carpet and even then It won't
be c:ean. Our new rvtary carpet.
cleaner takes every particle of dust
out of the carpet and rnirkes It
fresh and bright. Ss new. Call /21
and it us tell you about ie.:-

a
0

NEW CITY LAUNDRY AND
CARPET CLEA NI
WORKS.

;

ft

;' LUMBER CO.,Inc.

Makes it easy to put handsome new furniture
in the home. Dollar down, dollar a week
opens an account.

•
•
-.-7,0'. -t—ut•--""—t,';'"e'"Ft

I—

Both Phones 265.

Eleventh aid Tennessee Sts.

J.

Manufacturers,
Dealers Building Material of All Kinds.
Wholesale and Retail.

•

VAMP KIM

THE PADUCAH EVENING KIT
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conic a part
their Inveronments
Others rise above their environments,
adapt them to their ends, and turn
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
an apparent curse tete a material
BY THE SUN PUBUSB1NOCO. blessing. The very thing is possible
In our own section. The colored man TERRIBLE DEED OF TEXAS ROB- HOLDS
INCORPORATED
IMPORTANT SESSION AND
is the natural laborer of the south.
F. M. FISHER, President.
BER DISCLOSED IN FIRE.
ELECTS OFFICERS.
Z. J. PAXTON, General Manager.
He always will be. To supplant him
with imported labor is ae impracticaSUBSCRIPTION RATES
Nattered at the postoffice at Paducah, ble as it is absurd. It would simply
Ky. as second class matter.
produce mere idle colored people,and Building Burned To Cover Up Crime Arrangements Made For EntertainBut Bloody Clothing Tells
THE DAILY SUN
ing State Convention Herr May
therefore more idle labor. Idle labor
By Carrier, per week
the Tale.
, .10 means cheap labor, and the cheap10— Committees.
By mail, per month, in advance.. .25
ness of it here would drive the laBy mail, per year, in advance....$3.50
borers back north, where there is a
THE WEEKLY SUN
For year, by mail, postage paid..11.00 demand for them.
Dallas, Tex., April 15.— That J.
Padneesh, Post A., T. P. A., Mot
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.
The contention is made, and not W. Price and his entire family, conIn the battle of life a Man's Snit plays a ‘erv
Saturday night at the Palmer House
altogether without merit, that colored sisting of live, a step-daughter
Office, 115 South Third.
important part. The well groomed man has a great
Phone 350
and a with Stale President C. H. Finck as
labor is declining in efficiency. Then niece, residing at Grayson. Gunter
Payne & Young. Chicago and
the guest of honor. Preliminary. aradvantage over the careless dresser.
New
it is our part to train colored labor county, sixty miles from Da,las.were
York. representatives.
rangements for the state meeting to
A Man's Suit gives a sort of key to his nature,
to the highest degree of efficiency. murdered and their bodies cremated
THE SUN can be found at the
be Leld in Paducah May 10 were
follow- Have we not patience
breeding
his
and his taste.
for
the
task?
in
their
home
is strongly indicarted made, and officers were
ing places:
elected as
That is an admission of Incompeten- by a post-mortem examination after
R. D. Clements & Co.
The dog that flies at a tramp will wag his tail
follows: R. H. Pinkney, president;
Van Culin Bros.
cy, rather than an expression of the the fire.
C. W. Spillman, first vice-president;
when a well dressed man passes by.
Palmer House.
enormity of the task; for Patience is
The dead are: J. T. Price, Annie August Theiring second
,
vice-presiJohn Wilhelm's.
The above illustration shows one of our popular
a necessary element of the master Price, 18 years old; Homer Price. dent;
Lee Bolton, third vice-presimind, and infinite patience is an at- aged 14: Roy Price, aged 6; Here
Spring Models.
dent; Louis Cornillaud, fourth vicetribute of divinity Itself.
Price, aged 20; Settle Byers, aged president; William
Molter, fifth viceLet us have less talk of race war, 17; Aline Upchurch, a niece residing
president; Ernest Lackey, secretary
and more of industrial harmony. Let with the family, aged 13.
and treasurer; Harry F. Lukens,
us not forget that in discouraging
The smoking ruins of the house chaplain; J. A.
Bauer, L. F. Kolb,
MONDAY, APRIL 15.
the bad negro, It would also be the were discovered by M. W. Elmer, a
Bernard Wilkins and Bryan Johnson,
logical thing to encourage the good neighbor, early this morning, and It
directors.
Come here- with any Spring Suit notion you may
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
negro.
was sit first thought Price had atChairmen of eommittees were aphave
in your mind's eye, for we believe that we (Mil
Atlanta, awakened to a grave sit- tettioted to start a fire with keropointed to arrange for
the state
Mturch-1907. •
uation, has determined to give as sene, and that the can had exploded.
meet your every desire as to cut, fabric and price.
March 1..3885
March 16 .3792 much public attention to the direc- killing him instantly. Later Investi- meeting as follows: Gay HarrearallMel
Byrd, Jr.,
March 2..3846
March 18...3882 tion of the colored energies Into the gation by Dr. Bouts, of Gunter; Lea- road' committee;
press committee; R. S. Van Loon,
March 4..3890
Werth 19...3871 channels of industry, as it has to a lie Moore, of Van Alstyne, and Dr
hotel; S. G. Beaumony, legisattive;
March 5.. 3808
March 20...3870 condition,- which a bad press and Shelby, of Gunter, revealed the fact
H. A. Petter, employment; H._ A.
March 6..3891
March 21... 3872 worse politicians have done their ut- that remnants of the clothing worr
Martin, sick and relief, and P. H.
March 7..3891
March 22...3775 most to create. When this movement, by the girls which had escaped the
Stewart, physician.
March 8..3876
March 23...3806 inaugurated in that progressive city,' fire, were soaked with what the phy
The address of State President
March 9..3820
March 25...3870 gets in full swing.the south will have alcians believed to he blood, while
Fleck was a feature of the evening.
March 11..3846
March 26...3772 an advantage over the rest of the near the body of Homer Price Was
Twenty-six delegates were appointed
March 12..3895
March 27...3776 country that a century may not tonne a pillow soaked
with
what from the local
post to represetit It at
March 13..3943
March 28...3823 serve to modify.
was also believed to be blood.
the tekle meeting.
March 14..3848
March 29...3809
It is now believed that the InMarch 15..3783
It was unfortunate for H. H. Rog- mates of the house were murderest
March 30...3813
Total
Rot Eligible.
99,943 ers that the story about the alleged and the residence burned to 'conceal
Average for March, 1907
3844 $5,000,000 conspiracy to unhorse the crime. Neighbors say that Price
iezmoivivaliefaru d
0rifiERs
Average for Marce, 1906
7*"
0
.
3790 the national administration became who was-wealthy had much money :P7
Increase
54 public just prior to the publication of in the house, and think that after
Personally appeared before me, Mr. Rogers' interview on the relation killing him the eldest son was probthis April- 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- of the administration to the business ably murdered to prevent detection
eral manager of The Sun, who af- interests of the country. The story and the house set fire. The bodies or
firms that the above - statement of casts a grim shadow over the words all except Price were found upstairs
/e • Jr' 0..7:
the circulation of Tha Sun for the of Mr. Rogers. His financial opera- although that of the son was some
—
month of march, 1907, Is true to the tions indicate the patriotism of his distance from where he had beer'
.1•t•A'AXICIt!IXI: ish colones have arrived in London
American or Canadian prelates will
it!
motives and no doubt his prophetic s'eeping.
best of his knowledge aria belief.
- to attend the fourth colonial conferbe tncluiled in the list.
words
would
sunk
ha
/e
deep
the
in
EVENTS
OF
THE
WEEK.
PETER PURYEAR,
which will assemble April 15.
conselou
public
ess had it not been
BEAUTIFUL HOME SITE FOR
Notary Public
The convention promises to be the
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
feeteeet most
SALE.
II(y commission expires January previously repo ed that Mr. Rogers
important yet held. Among the Every dose makes yea
feel better. Lax-Fos
was party to a political plot. Too had.
One of the handsomest sites for r
22, 1908.
The forecast for the important chief question* to be discussed are a keeps sour whole insides right. Sold on the
And this was the first time Mr. Rog- suburban home near Paducah has
project providing for a permanent matiney.back plan everywhere Price 50 cents.
events of the week follow:
ers had ever rushed into Print.
been placed in our hand* for sale
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
council,
preferential trade between
The
most
importan
event
t
of
the
This is one of the few hills that ha.
FARM LANDS NEAR CITY FOR
the colonies and
For Mayor.
Great
week
Britain,
will
national
Orst
be
arbithe
not
been
taken
the
by
Between aged, sick Senator: Morwell-to-do of
The Sun is authorized to announce
SALE.
emigrati
on
and
imperial
tration
and
defense
peace
congress
of
gan, who sees the country going to the city, but there is not a site near
Charles Reed as a candidate for
We have souse very attractive of.
•'/
America, which will hold its Sessions schemes.
II
ruin under corporate domination and Paducah that commands a mon
mayor, subject to any action of the
tees in farm lands near Paducah. One
King
in New York City on Monday TuesEdward, who, last week
Republican misrule, and H. H. Rog- beautiful view and not One that '
,au
Democratic party.
tract of twentty-nve acres, good land
day and Wednesday. • The main ses- visited King Alfonso, of Spain at Carers, whnee patriotic soul is torn with he bought at a price more reasons.
The Sun is authorized to announce
and in desirable location, one tract
ble.
tegena
Situated
abeut two miles fettle
will met King Victor Emananguish at the thought of Industrial
Mayme—le Clara a gootgiri to tells sion will be 'held in Carnegie hall but
Thomas B. Harrison as a candidate
of 100 acres ran be bought at a irethere also will be meetings In the uel, of Italy on April 18 at Gaeta.
havoc being wrought by the Repub- the post office anti embracing thirt7 ecret to?
for mayor subject te the action of
dlculously low figure and sold for
the lican
'Mande—
of
good
acres
Oh,
my,
land,
no!
Why,
she'll nev- Hotel Astor and Cooper Union. The near Naples.
having a regular
the voters are
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
twice as much es now naked. Let ,us
'
naturally puzzled. When the "ultra- and gradual elope on three skies. it r tell a soul!
delegates Itielu de representatives of
Pope Pius has decided to hold a
show you our list.
For City Assessor.
conservatives", who want existing commands a most, tdcturesque view
the United States te The Hague con- rontestory on April 16, when seven
H. C. Hollins, Trot-heart Building,
The Run Is authorized to announce conditions let alone, and the "radi- of Paducah and
The Chief Jusclee of pie Supreme ference, federal and national judges, cardinals are to
the surroundinc
be created. No
Telephone 127.
J. W. Orr as a candidate for the of- cals" who desire revolution, unite country for miles beyond the Illinois Court of .Egypt is a citizen of the
United States senators and representfice of City Assesenr. subject to the against Roosevelt, they, seem quite bank. A little effort can make this state of Florida, and the head of the
atives, governors, members of state 111101EWEI11111111111111•11111..
action of the Democratic primary imposing—and noisy.
place oue of the most attractivr intl-Arineniar party in the Turkish
e
legislatures, mayors of many large
May 2, 1907.
homes in McCracken county. We shalt Empire is an
Armenian.— Travel
representatives of leadeig
cities:
The Sun is authorized to announce
At the registration in Owensboro lw pleased to ahoy you this property Magazine.
religions, patriotic and philanthropic
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the preparatory for the ;neat option elec- at any time.
organizations, editors, business men
office of city assessor, subject to the
tion 4,050 people registered-. whieh H. ('. Ifolliqs,,Real Estate, TrueThe ivorld uses 62,000,000 tons a
and labor leaders. Besides these
action of the Democratic party.
heart Building, Telephone 127.
'The Bankrupt Stock of Max J. Michelson, bought
Indicates that everybody entitled te
year.
at 37 .c
Great Britaen, France Germany, HotFor City Treasurer.
vote, to say the-least, will participate.
on the dollar, is now being sold at prices unheard
laed and Belgium have sent men
The Sun is authorized to announce
of. The stock
1110041110411111014lIewitia.4114.190110\041WIRMIa.4119"44111110.1119•111111Med
prominently identified with the propa
consists of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and Gents'
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for
Furnishing
That $5,0011,0.011 conspiracy story
ganda of international arbitration to
the office of City Treasurer subject
Goods. Don't fail to give us a call.
RESOLVED
.
may make the vote a litre slow comtake part In the proceedings. Anto the action of the Democratic party,
ing out in some doubtful precincts )
THAT WE NEVER Si.Eff
,TPLATI$ drew Carnegie, president of the conFor City Attorney.
You cANT CATCH US /YAPPING
gress, win preside. Public banquets
The Sun is authorized to announce
Most of our demands for personal
at the Hotel Astor and the Waldorfthe candidacy of John G. Miner, Jr„
HAVE
til_c_dT
YOU
/IND
IF
CLOTH
ES
liberties are demands for liberty to
J. J, Newman, Sale Manager.
as a candidate for city attorney subAstoria will conclude the session on
BED CLOTHS You CANT WEAR
make sherei of ourselves.
Wednesd
ject to the action of the Democratic
ay evening. Earl Grey, govTi-irP1 AU-THE TIME. WE CAN
ernor general of Canada and many
primary, May 2, 1907.
Well, the Standard Oil company
.FIT YOU OUT IN TI-E NICEST 'others are scheduled to speak at
wouldn't be the. first criminal to go
TgAIMENT 'FOR LESS THAN OTHERS these banquets. Abeut 1.30e delo
broke paying a fine.
Daily Thought.
gates have accepted invitations to atDaily Thought.
CNsi WHO DONT KNOt..0(TH E I R ekS/N- tend
the various sessions.
He alone is great
We are proud of our ancestors
.(4/E HAVE
A STUQY OF
About 300 delegates are expected
Who by a life heroic conquers fate. Let us not forget that we, too, shall
be ancestors.
IT AND 1AJEARE ALWAYS'
.to attend the meeting of the National
—Bolton
Publicity Bill organization In
New
, AWAKE
Plea ding the Influence of heredity
'York on Tuesday. William -J. Bryan.
THE SOUTH'S-ADVANTAqE.
DUSTER
1 Samuel Gompers and others are exIndustrial .New Eng'and and the is an acknowledgment of kinship to
Pacific slope are scenes of repeated the oyster.
pected to speak.
strikes. In a few months the farmers
The premiers of almost all the Belt
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
of the west will he crying In vain
for
After choosing his own boss many
help in the harvest- fleets. In the
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
man is dissatisfied—so It's him for
south labor Is actually going
"Life constats not in living, but in
to
the divorce court.
waste.
enjoy-111g health."
When we awaken to a realisation
E are so desirous to know who is the CindeWe 'could all enjoy health if we
A.'
that the race question Is susceptible
tier Husband—If a man steals. conformed to Nature's simple laws.
rella of Paducah that we have placed on
of soattion on Its economic side rath- no matter mita It is—he will live to
‘
ts•,
Disease Is merely a result of the nondisplay, in our window, a pair of our Laird,
er than Its Social side, we shall re- regret It.
/6/
observance of those laws, either by
..
alize that the south Is the only secHis Wife--During our courtship
negligenc
Schobc
e,
accident
r & Co.'s $5- Slippers that has been taken
or
Ignoranc
Auorets
e.
ampatIre
COP•ra.O•I NW
SO a &Ito
•CO
,oi.fs—
'Hon of the whole United States that you used to steal kisses from me.
These reasons are, as a rule, of litfrom
our
stock of Ladies' Firm Shoes. This slipper
hats a stifilelerrey of good common laher Husband--Well you
re consequence after° disease beheard
bor What w aro and what might have what I said.—Tit-Bits.
is one of the very smallest ever made for
comes manifest and properly diagregular
been Is a threadbare topic Race sepATCHING the market with both eyes all of the
nosed. It Is the nature of the treatstock, and we are anxious to show the public
aration is an fele dream for idle
that
ment and the results obtained that
Hicks--! dropped around to Itf.0
time ha' made us able to get the right stuff
we
have
every
size
and
minds. Let us fuse conditions as they the Fitz Kiose in their
width
in
stock
made in the
concern you.
fiat last night,
for this community. Goods have not been sold to
exist, and use t em for our practical but I couldn't
shoe market. Any Monday, Tuesday, Wednes
Nature is the ever present factor
get in.
US;
we
have
bought
them. We own them cheap; we
benefit, Instead of using them only
In the cure of disease. The OsteoWIrks—Not at home. eh?
day or Thursdaj we will try this beautiful
sell
*ern
for an excuse..
reasonab
ly.
We
are
one firm that niakes a
slipper
path appreciates this fact, and uses
Melee—Yes, they were all at home
on any lady desiring to be fitted and the first
The twertred ere we shall have
profit on our goods. Don't you want to deal with a
that was the,trouble.---Catholic Stand
all means that are natural, reeoglady
with tut elWara. in Increasing memwho can wear it with comfort and judged a
store that makes a profit and is wide awake/
'nixing annknaing diet, air, water, exard and Times.
perbers, in Increasit z potency for good
ercise and other hygienic meaanres
Our Childten's Department has awakened great
fect fit by any of our expert shoe salesmen,
or evil. Here is ',le Routh* work cut
will
as natural assistants to scientInt masighed the ambitious young
interest among parents, too, and we want you to get,
OM for her. Shall the colored man he
be presented with this pair of slippers with
nipulations to secure normality to
poet, '1 tang to do some great servthe
acquainted with it.
an economic force, creating wealth
any and all structure disturbances.
compliments of
ice for
American literature and
for the sontlf, or shall he he developWe are showing every popular , style—Russian
I should be pleased to refer you, at
thins-a"
ed lirto a burden to the country and
Blouses, Norfolk, Sailor, single and double breasted
any
time, to Patter/1h
people you
"Yes?"
interrupt
ed Mime Cutting.
a menase to society? It matters not
coats, and plain or bloompr trousers in serges, wotknow well who can attest to what
"Why
not
wrieng?"
'stop
--Philad
elwhat others have said and done. It
Osteopathy has ,done for them In
sted and wash suits for little fellows, 88 well as a
matters not what attitude the north- pria Press.
cases of rheumatism, asthma, neuraltremendous line of hate and caps, and neckwear, and
ern press may take. This problem is
gia, nervousness, stomach, liver, and
Ease: "Baby's such a convenience
shirts, and blouses for boys
a southern problem and the earth
bowel troubles, eczema, sick beadMust SO:VF the problem Tn Its own "Convenience—how?" "Well, whenaches. it grippe conditions, malaria'.
way, ignarlast--comments -sod erica; ever we lose Illea things--betepios,
lutii.bago, disturbed blood conditions.
..tattirser
chum of lone titste4e observers.
tacks. Money. Jewelry. etc.- --we know
JP
ir
If on are ill you owe It to yoarThe re/eider' 75 TIOIr confronting na where to look for them. 'llerre al41S
9
eat
igali
16"Ir
WiPCD
e
s
U
r
a1
self to Investigate Osteopaths.
In all - Its iterionemese. Soma people ways In baby's mouth."--Clevekaud
.3Et 11110ADVVAY,
Dr. G. 13, FROAGE, 516 Broadway,
Kliew themselves to sink foto and be-.Leader.
trilirnineltelitirmIlire444.114ftmed*-0111,,,greaskuptse
Phone 1107.
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the Illinois Central shoes at, sereaide, returned home Sunday,ifter a
several days' visit In Padusth. He
came here with his wife to ae.end
the Rook-Katterjohu wedding.
.11m,
"11.
Mr. William Williams, the well
T1'
musician. was in. Paducah
known
Mrs. Wells To Entertain For Mrs.
County Court,
yesterday. He is living in Cairo.
Blanchard.
M. J. McGuire was appointed adMrs. G. 0. Stone, of Berdwell, is
Mrs. Hubbard S. Wells issued inviministratrix Of her husbend, tbe late
tations today for a reception on Sat- IsIting Mrsidaggie Nunnemacher of Engineer John McGuire.
e
urday afternoon from 4:30 to 5:30 Seuth . Fifth street.
Mr.
Pool,
Arch
telegraph
editor
of
o'clock at her apartments in the EmMarriage Licenses.
In our Ready-to-Wear Department for your new Spring
pire Flats on Broadway, to meet her the Courier-Journal, spent Sunday
W. H. Lambert to Radia Belle
with
friends
in
Paducah.
Suit. In the last week we have received many attractive
guest, Mrs. Maude Blanchard, of
Dick.
Robert Vent, of the Cairo CommisBoston, Mass.
suits for your selection, and for the woman who wants
Carl MeiCinnel to Nora Hutchision company, spent Sunday In PaMrs. Blare-hard
will arrive on
son.
style and quality to individualize her dress for spring,
relatives.
with
ducah
Thursday.
combined with superb fit, at a moderate cost, should
Mrs. Sallie R. Morrow sad
Miss
TO EDDYVILLE.
Emily Morrow will leave tonight for
visit this section and let us show her just such garments.
Silhouette Social.
Memphis, Tenn.. to visit.
The Social committee of the senior
Mrs. Herbert W. Mengel, of Louis- Thirteen Prisoners Will Be Taken by
Epworth League of the Broadway
Sheriff Tuesday,
Methodist church will entertaip with ville, will arrive Wednesday evening
be
and
the
all
guest
of
Mrs.
Muscoe
a "Silhouette party" on Friday evenSheriff John Ogilvie and deputies
ing in the league parlors upstairs. Burnett, 200.5 Broadway, during her
(*rend Ylaer.
Will leave probably Tuesdaefor Eddystay
In
Paducah.
Miss Virginia Newell who is chairvine with thirteen prisoners convict.
man of the social and literary deecl during the April term .of 'McIS
SUPERINTENDENT
OF
partment hasearranged an especially
Cracken circuit colt rt. fNoliow gltre
THE BOLIVIAN RAILROAD.
cleve'r little affair: There will be 25
the prtsoners:
silhouettes of prominent local people
William Wickliffe, obtaining mon'Mr.,Jesse M0EMS, son of the late T.
displayed and the person guessing
Moss, who is now superintendent ey by false pretenses, 1 year; En
correctly the greatest number will be
selling stolen
rewarded with a box of the delight- of the Bolivian railway with head- Clark, colored, for
ful candy that will be made in chaf- quarters at La Paz, Bolivia, is in shoes, 1 year; Bob Smith. colored,
.....
4.1.1.111.1111.1111•1111111.4•0•11
king into Seck's grocery, 5
DIES AFTER SHORT ILLNESS OF ing dishes during the evening and Paducah preparing to remove his tam
y an; J. S. Carman, obtaining monlily
served
for
refreshment.
there.
purely
It
a
is
He
left Paducah several
PNEUMONIA IN THIS CITY.
-For Dr. Pent;Iley, ring 416.
social affair with no charge and all months ago to ;took over the situation, ey by false pretenses, 2 years;
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
the young people of the church and having been offered the position be- Charles Kellock, for breaking into
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4,0044
attendants of the league are cordial- fore he left. He was so highly pleased Oscar Denker's saloon and shooting
Broadway. Phone 196. Well Known Hardware Man. Born ly invited.
that he accepted. The rainy season at Patrolmen W'ood and Orr, 8 years;
-The Jolty club will give a dance
and Reared in Paducah, SucIs now on and he was permitted to Rosa West, colored, for robbing J. A
Monday evening, April 15, at Red
cumbs To Disease.
Announcement of WedilIng Bans.
come track home to secure his fam- Smith, 3 years; George Reed, colored.
Metes Hal:.
for
criminally assaulting Willie
The Wedding bans of Miss Mary ily. Superintendent Moss
will sail
-Drink Belvedere, the master
Henry, 12 years old, 2,0 years; ArJohnson and Mr. Thomas Welling- from New York
June 1.,
brew.
thur Trice cceored. Kir attempting
George Achilles Wright, 62 year*, ton were publi4hed yesterday at high
-The Earthcprake carpet cleaner
to detain
Miss Nellie Stevens, 3
a well known member of the Pa- mass at the St. Francis de Sales CathIs eold b the Jake Biedermah GroThe Letters Weald Prove it.
years; Cicero Anderson, for killing
ducah Hardware company, died this olic church. It was the first reading
cery and Baking Oo. General agents.
John Mix.. 2 years; William Moore,
morning at 2:20 o'clock of pneumo- of the bans and the wedding will be
-The grand jury wIll remain in nia, at
his residence, 721 Clay street, solemniz.ed in several weeks.
maliciouely cutting H. le Harrison.
session until after Wednesday.
after a brief illness. Mr. Wright was
1 year; Bob Greer, colored. selling
-Belvedere beer is a home pro- born and
relaxed in Paducah and had
General manager Bergin and Sustolen sewer pipe and tiling, 2 years;
Incorporated,
duct. Remember that.
been Identified with the hardware perintendent 11, J. Jeffrey, of the PaW. N. Tolley and Charles Warren,
-The Illinois Central pa car will business
for years. He was connect- ducah Home Telephone company,
working a green goods scheme, 1
arrive from Mounds. Ill., tomorrow.
ed with the Jacob Well company and are in Louisville attending the state
year each.
-Commencing at once, -allatice then with the
Paducah Hardware meeting of independent companies.
FURNITURE EXCHANGE, 24)5
cream delivered at residences wilt be company.
Mr. DeWitt Irwin, secretary of the
this. arateee
. door. He was a
South Third, buys furniture and
ALTERNATE.
sent C. 0. D. H. G. Thompson.
devoted hushand and kind and in- Potters' Supply company, of East
stoves. New phone 900-a.
-Fine carnations at 5,0c per dozen dulgent father. He was one
of the Liverpool 0., is she guest of his unLoyalists and Unionists Use Church
FOR SALE- Brick house. Six
at Brunson's, 529 Broadeay.
charter members of the Odd Fellows cle, Mr. Frank Coburn. of Broadrooms, hall and bath room. Lot 42%
Turn About At Jackson,
- & ruffian William Johnson,who in this city and a ffiember of the way. His company Is an extensive
x165. Apply to J. M. Dunlap, 1414
accidentally shot himself In the foot Knights of Honor. Besides his wife, dealer in Tennessee clays. and Mr.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- Monroe,
Jackson, Tenn., April 15.- Chanseveral weeks ago, was able to ,eso on he is survived by the following chi" Irwin is looking after this product
cellor E. L. Bullock yesterday so cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR SALE-Four 8-foot long
duty Sunday on the Broadway beat. dean:
while here'.
modified the injunction brought by
HORTON-SLNE--the painters. and plate-glass, oak finish show cases,
-Wedding Invitations, announceMrs. W. H. Utterback, Mieses ElMr. R. A. Billingsley has returned
the Loyalists of the Cumberland pa perhangers. Old phone 2001.
with counter oak case. Address C. P.
ments and every character of en- sie, Nellie and Edna Wright, and Ed- after a brief visit in Memphis.
Presbyterian church of this
city
graved work is given careful, per- win L. Wright, of Paducah. and Mrs.
WANTED-Nurse. Apply to Wm. R., Sun office.
A watch lost by Mr. Hermann Riagainst the Unionists 90 as to personal attention at the Sift job office. Hunter Hough, of Dexter, Mo. One eon was found yesterday end reDeal, New Richmond House.
WANTED--To rent small house
mit both the complainants and the
-For this week we offer Thomas sister, Mrs. C. P. Bearden. of Brook- turned to the young man through the
QUICK MEALS at all :fours, Buch- and garden near city, or in suburb.
defendants respectively to have the
Dixon's best novel, The Clansman, at port, Ill., also survives him.
The efforts of the police department.
John M. Wilkins, 904 Tennessee
exclusive use and control of the anan's 219 Kentucky avenue.
the special price of 50 cents. R. D. funeral will take p'ace at the resiMrs. Aaron Hurley, wife of the
FURNISHED ROOM for rent. Ap- street. New phone 925.
church property
alternately,
or
dence tomorrow afternoon at 3 well known patrolman, is seriously 1:1
Clements & Co.
"week and week about." The injunc- ply to 313 Madison, Phone 29-50.
WANTED MEN EVERYWHERE-negro robbed four stores at o'clock tinder auspices of the Odd of fever.
tion was granted by County Judge
with Good pay-to distribute circulars,
FOR RENT-Good room
Dawson Springs, Wye, of nearly $51:, Fe:lows. The Rev. W. T. Bolting will
Mrs. Robert D. MaeMillen and litTyree. of Gibson county and was to board, 326 South Third,
adv. matter, tack signs, etc. No canin .pennies and small change. The oak ia te.
tle son will leave Tuesday to visit
restrain the Unionists from interferBUCHANAN'S Restaurant. Open vassing.' National Adv. Bureau, Chibiggest coin secured was aguarter.
Mrs. Maclilllen's parents, Mr. and
their posMrs. Howl Intneinglyi-Suppose I ing with the Loyalists
-City subscribers to .the Daily PATROL MAKES RECORD RIDE Mrs. F. J. Higgins, in St. Louis.
day and night. 219 Kentucky avenue. cago.
session of the church. Later, attorshould
your
publish
love
letters.
dear?
Sun who wish the delivery of their
A cable-dispatch was received SatGET YOUR MEALS at 316 South
FOR RENT-Iwo brick store
Mr. Howl-Why not simply make s treys for the Unionists moved to have
papers stopped must notify our col- Canadian Northwest Police Cover urday from Miesee Claribel and Carpublic acknowledgment that you mar the injunction dissolved and the ease Third.
rouses, Eleventh and Broadway, oral
lectors or make their requests direct Route From Dawson to Ft. "Mc." rie Rieke, who with Mrs. William 0. rind a fool?
-FOR
Heating and Stovewood ,ring two-story
was argued here at length by Ex-Subrick
business
house,
Bailey, of Lotstsville, are now in Euto The Sun office. No attention will
thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew.
preme Judge Caldwell, for the 1,Clysl- 437 F. Levin.
be paid to such orders when given
Dawson. April 15.- Forty-nine rope, announcing their arrival at Naisits and Attorneys Spraggins and
Russia in Persia.
FOR RENT -Farnisned front ng company.
to our carriers. Sun Publishing Co. Jaye from Dawson torSort. Macpher- ples, from Greece. They will visit
St. Petereburg. April t5.-Ads Biggs for the Unionists
room. Apply at 509 Washington St.
FREE EMPLOYMENT bureau. No
-Drink Belvedere, the Paducah son and return is the record made by portions of Italy before going kit
vices from the Caucasus say that RusTORiNT-S rTmims: Apply charges for services rendered, eithet
the Royal Northwest Mounted Police Spain, and will make France their fibeer.
• Begins Making Harness.
sia is assembling troops on the Perto applicant or elmploy-er of labor.
1018 Trimble.
-The Earthquake carpet cleaner patrol. The party was In charge of nal stop.
.1. Earl Walters who bought the
sian frontier for demonstration. which
FOR SALE-Good rubber tlre bug- Charity club, 307 Kentucky avenue.
is sold by the Jake Biederman Geo; Constable Forrest, and
made the „Mr. H. H. Meyer. the frescoe artist,
it is thought will soon be necessary. stock of harness, hardware, saddles.
phone 629 office open from 9 to 12
gy. Apply 102, Broadway.
cery and Baking Co. General agents. best time ever made going and com- went to Murray this morning to
Newspaper correspondents, are not al- etc., it the bankrupt sale of the E
o'clock every forenoon.
haat frescoe the residence of Mr. Edward
-Toe last examinations of coun- ing between the two points.
CLOTHES cleaten, pressed, relowed to telegraph news of the move- Rehkopf Saddlery company, has sold
LEFT OVER- We 'nave a few
ty school gradiraisns will be held the year the patrol took the longer route. Diuguld, the hardware man.
paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
the
stock
to
Rebkopf
the
J.
G.
Buggy
ment
of
troops,
the
but
it Is known
Marshal Charles McNutt. of Mayspring wagons and buggies that we
second Saturday in May in the office via Mayo, and was ninety-sly days on
WANTED-Family
sewing
to
do.
company..
manufacturing
The
rooms
that twenty railroad cars loaded with
must get out of our way, sad to do
or County Superintendent J. S. Bil- the round trip. The year before the field, is in the city on business.
Cali at 428 South Third,
Policeman- Zack Albritton, of May- artillery and three regiments of Cos- will be located on the second and
so, will sell at a bargain, if sold at
as this
Ungton, and a large class is expect- same route was followed
family
horse,
FOR
--Bay
SALE
floors
third
Broadway,
of 212
John
Year, and sixty-three days were con- field, is attending federal court here. sacks passed through Kars on their
once. Sexton Sign Works 16th and
ed to stand thesexaminattons.
Relikopf, the proprietor, has signed 623 North Fourth.
Major George Saunders, of May- way south last week.
Madison. Phone 401.
-Place yoaur orders for wedding sumed in the round trip.
The Russian diplomats hope' that up the new leather workers' scale
FOR, SALE-Household goods al- field, is in the city attending federal
Invitations at borne.
The Sun Is
POSITION WANTEDI have
the moral effect produced by the and made all preparations to begin most new; 421. North Seventh. Phone competent,
court.
showing as great an assortment as
T. 0. 0. F. Notice.
reliable young lady steno10,81.
Mr. Roy Judd, the well known II- massing of troops on the frontier will manufacturing harness at once.
you will find anywhere at
prices, Member% of Ingleside Lodge No.
grapher and assistant bookkeeper,
FOR RENT - Desirable apart- also a young man stenographer, and
much lower than you will have to 190. I. 0. O. P., are called to meet tarok, Central. machinist, was remov- enable the shah to restore order withpay elsewhere.
ments. Modern conveniencies. Hecht bookkeeper, whom I highly recomat their hall corner Fifth and Broad- ed to his honk at 424 South. Tenth out an actual invasion. The dissolufiats. 511 Adams.
-Prof. William Deal has gotten way Tuesday, April 16, at 2 o'clock street from Riverside hospital He is tion of the Persia assembly may be
mend. Address Box 114. metropolis,
recovering after an operation for ap- necessary.
together a band of 12 pieces to comin., to attend the.funeral of Eko.
PAPER-tTh, ANING and Painting,
pete with bands In a contest to be Geo. A. Wright. Members of Mangum pen-Mettle.
FOR SALE- Just finished house
old Phone 2029. C. S. Creason. Work
.Railroad Commissioner Mack D.
given at Metropolis, April 26, at the Lodge No. 21
The Man Who Waite.
and aleshanksburg
guaranteed and done by union labor. of four rooms, reception hall. Front
Ferguson,
Center,
of
La
is
In
the
Longfellow eald: "Ali things come
Interstate Odd Fellows' annual meet- Lodge No. 218 arc as
reASK your grocer eor Smith & and hack porch. Water In kitchen.
City.
round to him who will but wait."
ing.
'Pleated to Meet with us.
Butze's Bread and Cakes. Telephone Half block from ('Sr line. On 40 foot
Captain E. R. Mitt. the tie man,
Disraeli said: "Everything comes
give you better carriage and
lot. Small Cash payment, balance on
W. H. POORE, N. G.
69-a.
went to Nashville this morning ou It a man Will Only wait."
better service for, the money, than
monthly installments. L. D. Sanders,
- 157 J. BDOKEN BACH. Secy.
business.
FOR- REN I --.1 aim floor over
James R. Keene said: "Sit tight,
is given by any transfer company in
President McCracken
Real Estate
Mr. Brack Owen went to Hamby and you'll win out."
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
America. Fine carriages for special
and Mortgage Co., Office 316 South
A measure has been Introduced, station this morning.
St.
Apply
F.
M.
Fisher,
Past
Office.
Sherman said: "Hold the fort, for
occasions on short notice, also eleSixth street, Phone 765,
and WI" 'in all proGabtlity pass the
Attorney John G. Miller went to I ani coming."
ONE nice front room furnished for
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
'egislatura of Texas, requiring
all Murray this morning on professional
rent, Bath and all modern conveni-You know your calling earth
Cervantes said: "Patience, and
IT RNITURE DEAL.
locomotives to be equipped with elec- business.
shuffle the cards."
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
are correct when they come from th,
tric headlights.
•
Master Mechanic T. F. Barton, of
Earl Harcourt said: "Le lion temps
Bun office. Script cards and plate
•
WANTED-Poedtion as -stenogra- Gets Stranger Two Trouble With
lendra." (1he good time will come.)
$1.5N) a hundred; the old English
pher by competent young lady. AdHER OPINION.
St. Paul said: "But if we hope for
$3.0,1).
dress 306 Noith Fourth street.
that we see not, then do we with pa-The Jolly club will giee a dance
Paul Ruit*ell. a stranger, sas arSIX ROOM house for rent, 1210
tience wait for it."
Monday evening, April 15, at Red
South Sixth street. Apply to Joe rested yesterday near the Illitsole
Daniel said: "Blessed is he that
Men's Hal:,
Central depot by Patrolmen William
Mattison. Phone 2111.
waiteth."
-The Earthquake carpet clether
Orr and Jaek Sanders and will anFOR
PAINTING
see
Greathouse
&
"Job said: "They waited for me
Is Hold by the Jake 134ederman Groswer to the charge of obtaining MallGarrett, contracting painters. Old
as for the rain, and they opened their
cery and Baking 0o. General agent*,
ey by false pretense,. Albert Beseley,
Phone 1,064.
mouth wide as for the litter rain."
--Fire company No. 1 was ratted
negro, reported to the police that
-THREE) furnished Or
. unfurnished Russell came to his how,
Micah said: "I will wait for the
to the residence of Mrs. Mania Cobb
* representrooms for rent to colored people. Ap- ing -him-melee
God of my-salvation; my God twal
616 Broadway, at 1:46. o'clock Chit,
he an agent for a Chiply 722 Jackson street.
hear me."- New York Press.
cago furniture house, buying furniafierrnoon. A flue had ignited the
FOR
6 room cottage, ture direct and selling it on the fnroom. Only Sliest damage was done
modern conveniences, 520 Adams. etaliment plan: He collected In adA Passenger entered a rellway sa ,
-The Oumberkand Telephone corn
containing
already
Apply
rings
on premises.
ten
peopl,
vance. Beasley did not hale the dolInvaded
local
13enton
with
nave has
and placed Oh -great care a small
FOR
RENT-Newly
phones aed this morning ,Manager A
Our shoes are correct in style,
furnished lar necessary to meet the first invalise under the seat "There." he
rooms. Modern conveniences, $10 per etalanent, but gave Russell 50 cents.
L. Jerrie', went to Benton to appoisit
standard in quality and hieh
said, "now I hope no accident will
He later reported the matter to the
month. 520 North Sixth street.
an agent and officially put the exgrade in every respect.
happen to that." "Why, what is it?"
change In operation.
-FOR SALE- Housa-Old furni- police
asked an indiscreet paesenger. "Dv---•Deeskion Redd, 17 yeers old,
ture. Apply 219 N. Sixth. Ring 80.
Shown in all leathers from
namite." replied the man, whereupon
Jantee K. Fettles Dead,
colored, died at 12-1,1 Reed *reel
New Phone
$2.50 to 17.00.
the ten inrontInent y fled, leaving
Chicago, April 15.-- James K. Fick.
Sunday of consumption and the body
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an'', 219 Kentucky avenue, for your
to open the valise containing 'dynational bank of this city and former
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a full beard before you can hops to break into the beauty class."
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AND SOCIAL EVENTS

HAVE U NOTICED?
The Difference in the
Cutting of

cirments of Jtqle and .Qualitg

LAWN MOWERS?

6uits
$17.50 to $35

LOCAL NEWS

dkirts
$5.90 to $17.50

Hart's Lawn Mower has the genuine
shear cut that leaves the lawn even
and makes a clean cut on each grass
blade, which maccs tIle grass grow stronger and thicrens the sod, producing the beautiful velvet lawn so
much desired. Being ball bearing
throughout the work is reduced to a
pleasant exercise.

G. A. WRIGHT

The Price is Right

GEO. 0. HART& SONS CO.
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AND CITIZENS' RELATIONS TO
THEM DISCUSSED.

Mrs. Herbert W. Mengel, of ',outrank
Will Address People in Parish
House.

EVENING StrN.

1tNoW THIS.
A well known specialist has
stated that Kidnee and Bladder
Troubles of all kinds are in
nearly every instance readily re.
r,eved by taking i; few doses of
the following sitnne home-made
mixture:
Fluid Extract Dandelion, onehalf ounce; Compound Kargon,
one ounce; Compound
Syrup
Sarsaparilla, three ounces.

‘it.rs1,11,

SOCIOLOGY

-

AND

wontet....wwastweaserezzassoutzwereir samieseter.

California

EPISQ/PAI, VOWS i+O%lETIMES
NOT AGREE.

Bishop Gooks Into Conduct of'Young
Clergyman Arrested in House
In New York,

tS.

All the Way

and back
forone fare

The dose is a teaspoonful afMrs. Herbert . W. Mengel, of Lottister meals and as bedtime. These
New York, April
ville, who will address the open meet15.-- Bishop
ingredients can be obtained at
First-class, April 25 to May 18.
Greer of the Episcopal diocese in this
ing of the Woman's ciub of Paducah
any good pharmacy, and are
Retur
n limit, July 31.
city,
set the sea: of his disapproval
Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock at
mixed by shaking well in a botupon sociological investigations of
tle. Victims of Kidney, Bladder
the Parish house of Grace Episcopal
You may ride on The California Limited
Irom St. Louis
tenderloin vice by clergymen when,
and Urinary diseases of any
church, on "The Citizen as a Patron
and enjoy Fred Harvey meals.
he deposed from the ministry today
kind should
of the Pub:IC &het:tie," le a woman of
no: hesitate to
-Side
trips to Grand Canyon of Arizona and
the Rev. W. Howard Mears, assistmake this pre-scriptioii up and
force and brilliancy and well conversYosemi
te Valley cost a few dollars more.
ant curate of St. Matthew's Episcotry it. It comes highly recomant With her live subject.
be is a
Persona
lly-conducted Shrincrs excursions.
pal
church
on
Eightyfourth
mended and doesn't cost much
street.
member of the Education committee
Sir. Mears is the young clergyman
Drop
me
a postal to-day for souvenir booklet,"Calito
prepare
.
of the Kestucky Federation of Wofornia Summer Outings,'' and.
who was arrested in a house on •Sevexcursion folders.
917 will be surprised and pleased at the value we
If not troubled now, save this
men's clubs, which has made a pracenth avenue on March 12, in comGeo.
Chambers
C.
,
Gen
Agent,
A. T. & S, F. Ry,,
for
future
ate giving in Work Shoes—soft yet f.i.urable.
use,
tice' study of the needs of Kentucky
209 N. Seventh St., St. Louts.
pany with a negro woman.
The
frets IlassasCity
a:ong the educational lines of the
charge against him was resisting an
Buss man's veal shoe—a splendid
public school system and the district
value. too
officer in the performance of his du111 25
trustee system as given in the lase progressive and up-to-date
•
schools ty. Mears
had a fight with two deBuys Man's seamless russet blucher—
'the Old Schoo's.
report of the state superintendent of that we have, and yet they are by no tectives
their beat in the :1,t of t1,
you can't match at price
1't tallow
who followed him to
the
$1 50
public Instruction;
Never speak or write of old-time candle. Are we doiry as well in the
of
Kentucky's means what they should be.
house
with
the
woman,
and
they
Buys man'ttoil grain Criedmore, buckle
"In the first place not one of those locked him up.
place in educatam as reported in the
He was d;scharged schools in. derision. We. are In ad- brilllapt b:aze shed upon our Path by
or lace
last census; the need of graded clubs reported that manual training the next day, after explaining
that vance of them In tpeny ways, it is electricity? They were slow
Buys man's seamless kip with gusset-in reachSchools in the rural districts, and oth- had any part in the school curriclum; he had siniply been gathering sociotrue, and for that we are thankful, ing an objective poi* ea their
one of the best
$1 75
anand
yet al: over the country'the ne- logical evidence for a sermon and
er facts of vital Importance. Mrs.
but our thankfu:nesa should be large- cient lumbering vehicles
Do
.
we
acMengeas papre on the"Public Schools cessity of training the hand as a thought that
You can't tell much about shoes, we know,-from readthe detectives were ly mixed with humilit
y. Those were complish as much when we reach our
of Kentucky," read before thp State means of training the head Is a well confederates of tile wom.l.te viho, he
ing the price.
prices t'e name above, however, are
the !:chools of our fathers and grand- journey's erd bY the limited
? Theses
Federation of Women's clubs at Mt. recognized fact. (Manual training said, was trying to Nit him.
as cheap as if bought at wholesale. In addition we
father's and real4 it mustbe admit- are queetices which the youth
and
Sterling last June, showed a fearlees in the high (scluxas of Louise-Me is
The
court
dischar
ge
was not suf- ted that they were and arc as a body
show you many space forbids mentioning.
ddle-iiged of our day should pongrasp of the subject and was ordered the modern exception in this case.I
ficient, however, for the officers of entitled
to our respeet. They did de.
Western SchooyotIrnal.
"Not one of. those clubs reported the Episcopal diocese, and subsePublished in Painphlet form tor circulation. In this speech she makes that physical culture holds any place quently Bishop Greer called a board
allaM111111111MIIIIIIMINIMINIMINOMMillan
such thought-provoking statements In school life, and yet we know. that of inquiry to determine more exa sound body Is neeeFsary for a sound actly the nature of the young cleras these:
gyman's sociological studies than
suppose
"I
you are aware that we mind. Now, how can you be satisfied
are in the midst of the greatest edu- when two such important factors in. was brought out in court. The deby tectives and other witnesses in the
cational movement this country has modern education are ignored
219-223 BROADWAY
case were summoned
to the see
ever seen, not even being equalled by our schools?
house in Lafayette street last "week
"Not
one of those clues teported
that crusade which Horace Mann
end examined.
started in Massachusetts some fifty that there is an examination by theirFrom the evidence adduced
board
the
of health of their school buildyears ago, and the strategic point of
board submitted findings to Bishop
this whole-movement seems to be the ings,. premises, teachers or
pupils.
rural schools. Especially is this so And yet there is many and many a Greer, and upon these findings the
House wiring, electric plants installed.
bishop based hia action today. He
in
the south, where between eight- sdhool building in a sanitary conCould Do Better.
to leat,e this pile of fish out on
found Mr. Mears gtirty- of the violaComplete machine shop.
the ninths
aud tine-tenthe of the people dition that wotial not be tolerated In
An old man in a Jersey town was wharf over night.
Now, if I give you
tion of one of his ordination vows.
122-124 Isl. Pourtt? St.
are living in the rural districts, ribs() the home. You can even and school
light-fingered and would appropriate these two fine
• Phones77
fellows, will you promMr. Mears at the hearing before
:utely dependent upon
anything that came in his way. Oa ise not to steal
•
the rural rooms where the same bucket ofwa- the board continued
any others?"
to.ipsis
t that
account of his age his neighbors
schoo:s for edimation. To make these ter and the same tin-cup (relics of
there
"That's a fair offer, Mr. Smith,"
was nothing out of the way in
would not make any complaint, as
schools better in equipment and to barbarism) are still giving all the
his association with the negro womagreed the kleptomaniac, slowly,"but
childre
Is pl:fetIngs were confined to eggs.
n
drink
a
make them take itn the peculiar qualand, incilientaay, an, and that
—well--I think I can do better."
he went with her merepotatoes, soap and other smal7 artiities that. will best lit the children (or givin.g them several other things be- ly to ascertai
n the methods resorted
cles. It happened one night a load of
side..
And
you can find many a to in the 'tenderloin.
tbeir environment has become the
The woman has
JUST
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tided fish arrived at the wharf too Your
cough is only in the throat and end and aim of education. If Ken- school room where atmosphere is the been doing penance at Blackwell's
late to put into the storehouse, so •does not trouble you tilflw doc'•
think tucky is to be an essential and a Cred- only cause for the number of clogged island on the charge of disorderly
it needs no attention. When
it itable part of
the owner covered them up with a that
has not had much of a start is the,
these United States, she brains.
conduct.
You get handsome, well
taupaulin and was about to go home time to check It. The slightest cough can not afford to lag
Mr. Mears' wife, a pretty ybung
"A club member who spent much
easily leads to Pneumonia. Bronchitis
behind in editappointed carriages
when he noticed the old fellow stand- and Consumption. A bottle of
rational
matters
, as she is now doing. time last winter visiting oui. various woman, has stood by her husband
when I serve -you. We
'ard's Horehound Syrup will cure Baltha, Now, if Kentuck
ing near and eyeing the fish.
give promt personal atLough. The price puts It withie reach
ians h.ave'a fault, I schools, remarked that she had been from the start. She was present at
at
all.
tention at all times. •
"Peter" said the owner. "I've got
fear it is supreme self-satisfaction— taking school air in broken doses, the police court hearing and before
Sold by all drurnists.
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a fault that•is unfortunately
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,
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e in every dose, and
most
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paralyzing to progress. When mem- that if there Is any one thing that fended him to all who have ap.4111111-10"ontz-pioached her. She corroborated her
bers of this committee have dimme
d public school teachers need to be
husband's statement that he had
with friends the educational status taught it is the gospel of fresh air.
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"Right at the present time there been a sociological student for some
time.
trated with most feelingly. You do
a
great
deal
excitem
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ent
over
the
The entire stock of Clothinff, Shoes, flats, Caps
She knew that such investigations
and Gents'
not like to hear such things.
Furnishing Goods to be sold at less than one-third
It prevtntion and cure of tuberculosia,
cost. Also
seems rank disloyalty—almost sac- and yet we have teachers in our were distasteful to her husband, but
a large line of Musical Instruments, Guns, Pistols,
Sporting
rilege—to put Kentucky so far down schools in more or less advanced that they aided hint in his work.
Goods and Jewelry—all slightly damaged by water.
Mr. Mears last night mailed his
Entire
the Hoe. Occasiona:ly, when
stock must be sold at once, so come and get first choice.
we he stages of the disease, and it needs resignation .from St. Matthew
's to
asked for Kentucky's place in educa- only a medical examination to
find the bishop.
Sale Starts Saturday, April 13, 9 a. m. tion, we have met this answer:
many children similarly affected, and
she is first, of course; how
could she tundreds of others with- sore eyes and
GOOD JUDGEMENT
be anything else!" And then,too, sore throat% and sundry other things, Is the essential characteristic of met
and 'Women. Invaluable to good busiyou have been inclined to attribut which they are passing gratuiti
ously ness men and necessary to housewives.
e
Kentucky's illiteracy to the colored along the aiee. Now, how can you
A woman shows good judgment when
211 BROADWAY, Near Second Street
be she
buys White's Cream Vermatige for
population, big if you elimina
sattefie
d
when
not
her
baby. The best Worm medicine
even
the
te the
health of
ever
offered to mothers. Many Indeed
colored population, Kentucky
your
children is properly safeguarded are the
Is no
sensible mothers who write ex
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by
gratitude for the good
the
necessa
ry
sanitary
precautions? health of their
forty-sectheir children, which they
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ond, in the descending scale of
"And how can you be satisfied when owe to the use of V. hiteif-C
eduream Ver
mifuge.
cation. And this difference is
be- your school buildings and your school
Sold by all druggists.
valise we have calmly sat and
!et Vir- grounds are teaching, by the silent
gini, Florida, Mitsissippl, Georgia influence of environment,
Sarcasm: "Shorty I'm so late,
neither
and Arkansas slip in ahead of
dear," began Dingle, apologetically.
us on lessons of culture nor beauty?
the list,•
"And how can you be satisfied "hut shortie fresh Jekers eropped me
"Lase year this education commie when the men on your school boards an' wnuidn't lemme go--" "Indeed?"
are put there not because they are interrupted his wife. "Why ttadn't
tee of the State Federation sent
out
men of intelligence, or culture, or You take the brick out of your hat
a list of queatione to every
woman's
high aims for human progress, but arxi bit them with it?"—The Catholic
club in the state, requesting that
apbecause they have the necessary po- Standard and Times.
swers be returned after a
personal
litical pull or, maybe, the necessary
investigation of their schools.
'Gradpolitics: pliancy "
ually thrife simmers came in,
showing
various degrees of carefulness
in the
i-onalderataen of the subject. One
His Dear Old Mother.
thing:a-however, all of those
"My dear old mother, who is now
clubs
hut don't use the old-fashioned
seemed to have in common,
viz.: a eighty three years old, thrives oh Elmoth balls, with their offensive
too great satisfaction In the
ectric
Bitters.
" writes
conditions
odor.
W.4 Brunson,
as they exist.
of Dublin, Ga. "She has taken them
White Tar Moth
for about two years and enjoys an
"To be sure, the women's clubs
are
excellent appetite, feels strong and
in the most progressive towns
Powder, 25c
and
is more effective, has very little
cities that we have, and so the schools rieepe well." That's the way Electric
odor, and, being a ponder, goes
Bitters affect the aged, and the same
eisited were undoubtedly the
most
much farther.
happy results follow in all cases of
female weakness and general debility.
White Tar PreWeak, puny children too, are greatly
serving Camphor,
strengthened by them. Guaranteed
also for stomach, liver and kidney
41 Cents
troubles, by all druggists. Mk.
is a perfect disinfectant as well
as a moth destroyer It's a tine,
Taft's Ileum Menne.
clean white powder and this
Washington, April 15.—General
large box will last for ninths.
Clarence R. Itdwards, chief of the
And while you are about the
Cleaned and pressed by
bureau of insular affairs of the war
work of ousting Insects, get a
department, today received
can of
competent men. Called
a dispatch
from
Gov.
Magoon
,
of Cuba,
for and delivered in
Iludisch's
Rasing that the plans for raectIon in
covered wagon. Prices
Bug
Destroyer
the islands which were made by Secreasonable Sat olfaction
and
extermi
nate all the bed
retary Taft are aatistactery to everyguaranteed.
hugs. It kills them off absobody. The bureau of Insular affairs
lutely, as well as their broods.
has been ordered to urge Victor 0.
Olmetead, chief statistician of the de
Club Membership $1.00 partment of agriculture, who Is to
have charge of th'e Cuban oensus, to
per month.
leave 'Washington for Cuba' as soon
Si possible.
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Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

,

FIRE, WATER AND SMOKE

B. MICHAEL

COOK WITH OAS

3000 Subscribers

• Now is the time to
put in your

This Tells the Tale.

•

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.

Look Out fot Moths

GASSTOVE

BOTTLING in bond is

all right, but there
must be quality behind the
little green stamp. All
bonded bottling looks alike
to Uncle Sam as long as
the tax has been paid.
Discriminating people that
know prefer

Ladies' and
Men's Clothes

We can furnish- you with
the best stoves on the
market for $15 and up.
50 ft. of service pipe FREE.

Early. Times

GILBERT'S
Drug Store

Jack Beam

FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
Both Phones 1507.

—Ike

111114.21d111L-Wit
your dine ha a poor market
—whoa $ia want ad, vorel really "find
ii market" for your services
.

4th find Broadway
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Candles

•

COOK WITH OAS

Tie Padlicab-yowor C-a,
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Cures Woman's Weaknesses.
We refer to gest boon to weak, nervone
suffering wallets known as Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Proscription.
Dr. John Fyfe One of the lielite4ial Staff
of THE Eciaterte MEDICAL Review says
of Unicorn root teitioneta leoleto whieh
1:4 ode of the chief ingredient* of the "Favorites Prescription
^A remedy which invariably Sets as sute?Inn isiviserator • • • makes for normal activity of the entire renroduril"it Staten)."
ae have'motic aHe etstiHnues ^in
meet which more fully nose era the above
purposeslhan tray ensar drug with wee* /
acquainteer hi the treatment of dlseaSeS peculiar u) women it is eeidosu that a rase is
seen which doom not present,some indication
for this rentedial itgetiL* Dr. Fyte further
says: "The fullowing.are amour the leading
indRnattunit for Lielontas(Unicorn rout). Pain
or aching in the back. witle:leucorrhoa
of the reproductive
atomic tweak/ conditi
cans of
n. mentJl depresseen ano
wlLlCbrOtilc tinwares of
is
ans of women:eonstant
the reprod
sensation
heat n the region of41.1e
hu due to a weake rrhag noodo.
the reproductive system:
itu‘
ressed tie abeent monthly
motor
c*
from or accompanying an
per
colention of the tlige,tive organs
aono
wood) habit; dragging
thin
(
zemic
and
ons in the extreme lower pate of the
sen
en."
a
the
'0 VInbtomS
I more or hos
11 • it
.t
a
erce s
an a e r.
rite
ti -eorarot tne leacnen ngr
cuts° n dila Unicorn root, or Elelonlas,
and the medical propertiee of which it
most faithfully represents.
Of Golden Seal root, another prominent
ingredient of "FaVorite Prescription,"
Prof. Finley Elliegwood M. D.. of Bennett Medical College, Chicago, says:
"It is an important remedy in disorders of
the tivoinb lit all catarrhal conditions • •
and general enftrableatient. it is useful."
Prof. John M. Scudder, M. D.. late of
Cincinnati, says of Golden Seal root:
"In relation to He _Senersi effects on the
system. there. is no medicine in use about whit*
tun itt such general unanimity of opinien. It
is unteerwaie regarded ar the tonic useful In
all debilitated ntates."
,Prof. It. liartholow, M. D.. of Jefferson
Medical College, nays of Golden Seal:
"Valuable in uterine hemorrhage. menorthee& (flooding) apd congestive dounenorthen (painful menstruation)."
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription faithfully represents all the above named ingredients and cures the diseases for which
they are recommended.

A MAKER
OF HISTORY
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,

I
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COMMITTEE WILL 'ust a Few Uses as a Wilkins
CONTINUE CASE
Probe Brownsville Incident to
Bottom

Author of "The Master Mummer." "A Prince of Sinners." "Myategious Mr.
Sabin." "Anna the Adventuress," Etc.
Copyright. 1905, 1906. by LITTLE. PiRoWle. and COMPANY.

•,•'

Testimony so far Contains Nothing
Incriminating Agalnet Soldiers
of Twenty-Fifth.

W. F. Paxton.
President.

N'ery highly
recommended for
chronic dyspepsia
and 'indigestion,
also'habitual con Fo r
children it will be
found useful in
Golds, hoarseness,
and for weak,
sickly children it
is par excellence
as a tonic and
flesh builder, toning up the stemach
and correcting indigestion and a
disposition toward constipation.
We can
recommend thin
oil to be absolutely the purest oil
on the market.
We have it in 35o.
tee; and 11 bottles.
Give it a trial and
be convinced of its
value.
We also have a. complete new stock
Of drugs, chemicals, patent medicines
and toilet articles. A fall line of Palmer's and Hazen's perfunieSand toilet
preparations, Prescriptions tilled be
registered pharmacists only. Free
telephone. Delivery to any part of
the city.

R. Rudy,
Cashier.

P. Puree
•
Apiste nt Cafibier

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Inc•rpor•ted

Capital
Surplus
stockholders liability

.

$100,000
50,000
100,000

c
.

.• •

.

Total get-amity to depositors
$250,000
Accounts of individuals and erms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to alli the same
tourteous treatment.

(Continued from Yesterday.)
"Great hmreni" he exclaimed. "Tell
-"I lad no idea," be said, rehat yob
CITIZENS HAVE INNING NEXT.
were eontemplating anything of the me. Speeece, who or what can be at
th,.
lack
of
all
this?
Poyntou
Guy
ei
T nterest Paid on Time Deposits
sort."
,
I
"I was not," Spencer anewered grim- was simply-et healthy nirodel, not over
youog Maxon. mutuMitious
ly. "I am as much surprised myself
Washington, U. C. April 15.—If
ed passionately fond of his home and
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 °CLOCK.
h,
nit all my friends will be."
his country life. lie hatl -ue frieads the senate investigation into the
buneombe was puzzlei.
1
over here, no interests. no ties of tiny Brownsville affair were to stop just
,i
"I ant afraid I don't (mite underThird and Broadway
sort, He was abroad for the first time
i
where It is now there could be but
stand." he said. "You can't mean that
Of his life. Ire regarded foreign conyour people"etweremeewere et.h-ere. 1
411111111EY
trice and people simply with the teler- one vE.rdict reache -1 by the committee.
"No. 14y people have nothing to do
ant curiosity of the dhtrateled British- That would be an acquittal for every
with it," Spencer answered. *•I eave
er. lie appear* io Paris for one night member of the'three companies of
Met the seek, but not from them, It
and disappenre,euad forthwith nil the the Twenty-fifth infantry which were
Is Paris which will have no wore of genius
of French eapionage seems to stationed
at Fort-Browu on the night
me. I live here of course on my facul- nave
combined to cover Up hie traces.
ties for attaining infornietien andlny It is
of
Aug.
13
when the shooting up of
the same with his sister, only as
entree into political and social life. To- elie came aftereeurd it
was evidently the town took place.
day the minister of police has declin- on his account that she iti4o is drawn
There simply has not been a scrap
ed to receive toe or at Amy future time. Into the mystery., What ran be the
Nlw located at
of
evidence _presented to the senate
cards
'my
of entry into the (-bomber niennineof it, Spencer?"
committee which in the slightest way
and half a dozen plait's have been re"My young friend," Spencer said, "I
voked, my name has been expunged *will be frank with you. I have net the tends-.to incriminate the i-oldiers. The
from the visiting list of The president least idea. I Only knew that somehow men have 'stood the severest cross exWe are ready for all kinds of hauling.
and practically of every other person or other you're up agehist a big thing. amination by the best lawyers
in the
of importanee, all that I may see of In a week, perhaps a Zay. I may know
tott Phones 756 Seventh ins aftlatilf.
senate, Not one of them has been
Perla now is from the °Inside And more. alerinwhee I want you to go on
coafused,
they
although
all
are
ignothere is no appeal."
your way precisely as though you and
rant colored men. From the newest
"But what is the reason of it, Spen- I had not dismissed tills matter."
cer? What have you done? Flow have
DISTRESS GitOWING.
"We may not work together, then?" recoil to th oldest noncom, they
you offended all these people?"
have maintained their alignment
Duucombe asked.
Spencer hesitated.
"Certainly not, You are a marked from the beginning to the end. Their
Some Horrible Tales of Famine in
"I don't want you to blame yourself man everywhere. Every door is closed
stories dovetail wilt absolute
preChinese Province,
in any way, Duncombe," be said. -Yon to you. I shall rvoininally stick to my
Capital
$230,000.00
SENATOR DICK 'SAYS HE WILL
cauld not poesibly helve guessed the post. Yon unist be content to be the cision, and al: the members of the
Surplus and undivided profits
100,000.00
SUPPORT HIS- COLLEAGUE.
Shanghai April 15.—Telegrams re- sort of thing you were up against. But actual looker on, thoueli you had bet- committee admit that so far as the
Stockholders liability
230,000.00
accused
men
remains
themselves are concernthat my offense is in ter not abandon your inquiries altoceived br the relief committee here the fact
today from a number of additional having sent my friends up to the Cafe gether. I will put you up at the ('erele ed their ease is complete,
Total
$500,000.00
famine districts report ehat the dish Montmartre on your account and in Anglais. It will serve to pass the - To cap the climax, the white offi- Goes Home to Mix
Up Things in Ohio
Total resources
$085,453.23
being
snsheeted
rendering
of
you
furand
you
time,
may
gain
information
at
trees is, growing worse. Some of thee
Politics for Secretary
DIRECTORS:
ther assietauce in your seareli for the most unlikely places. Anti now, cers of the battalion, from the major
sufferers are contending against fedown ee,A the
youngest
subaltern,
those two marvelous young Engesh goodby."
Taft,
W. F. Bradeliaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
ver or smallpox in addition to lack of people."
The liftman thrust a penciled note have eithressed their Ithiet under
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
food.
"You are not joking by any chance, into his hand as be ascended to his oath ilk the men did not do the
Wholesale Drugs; IL -A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply ('o.; Boat
Among the incidents related
is are you?" buncolube asked igayehe
room.
shooting and could nila have done it
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goode:
1-Vashington, April 15.—Senator
that of a boy who applieh "for aid
"The matter," Spencer replied, "dote
"From I do not know whom, mon- under de circumstances. If the in.
eluscoe Burnett, Supt. & Trens. Pad. Water Co.
whose face was so plump that at first not appear to no: to lend itself to any- sieur," he announced. "It was left
Charlea
Dirk. of Ohio;-W111 stand by
qu:ry were to e4,0-peat this point, thereGEO. Ch THOMPSON, President...
here by some one. Whom I cannot
assistance was denied -nine but la- thing of the sort."
Senator Foraker in the political battle
fore, the inteence would be irrevvistT. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
Duncotnbe
burled
head
his
In
his
say."
ter it was shown -that hi body was
now being waged for the Presidential
Bee
that
a
bands for several moments.
great
mistake
ED.
L. ATKINS, Cashier.
had
been
Duncombe
opened it in his dressing
greatly emaciated, the plumpness of
"Great heavens!" he murmured. "Let room. There was only one sentence:
made and that three companies of indorsement of the Buckeye state. He
:referee
,
.
his face being due to starvation.
me think. I can't tell you how sorry e"Monsieur•would be well advised to faithful soldiers had been discharged announced this afternoon that he
A starving man choked himself to I tan, old chap. Can't the thing be exwould go to Ohio next week to take
lea.ve Paris tonight."
without honor from the service of
death by l'wallowing almosl whole a plained? As a matter of fact, you were
an active part in the campeign„and
the United States as a resulted a plot
biscuit which had been given to him discretion itself."
(To Re Continued.)
that he would "most assuredly supby the people of Brownsville to get
by a casual visitor.
"I don't want it explained," Spencer
port Senator Foraker."
, or Money Bach
rid
of
them.
"even
said,
if
it
would
any
good,
do
A woman - with three children was
Hard Times in Kansas.
The senator a-deed that he did not
• Contract- given, backed by /300.000 00 capital and 18 years' success
found weeping on a bridge where her
Other Side of the Cone.
The old days of grasshoppers and
expect to take charge of headquartera
husband had fallen. dead from starThere is another side to the story,
drouth are almost forgotten In the
but he said he would confer with' kit
vation.
however. The senate, with characterprosperous Kansas of today; although
friends throughout the state. He
28 Colleges in 16 States. Indorsed by business men. No vacation
A husband, wife and their. five
istic persivity, has gone to work on
a citizen of Oodell, Earl Sheinberg,
Bookkeeping, Ni ort-1 completing course.
smiled when his -attention was called
For -Catalogu.e 11." on
children were discovered in a house
the case wrong end foremost. That
ha n d. Penn in ship. Home Study or "Cataiontle P' on &Herding
has not yet forgotten a hard time he
to
reports
from
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that
luke
he
was
is to say, the investigation has deLaw. Letter Writiotc. English, Oraw.ng. Liu,. College. phone (old) 1754, or call on or address etacAtadr-Lo-ditiMAJumifikal—tolinh
neountered. He says: "I was worn
warm in support of his colleague, be- (-sting, etc. Money back it not satisfied ete
clothed in rags. The bark of trees
onager Dranghon's Practical IsusisessCollege:
veloped the line of the defentee entireOut
and
discouraged
by coughing
PADUCAH.316 Broadway; or Evansville, St. Lout& or Memphis.
catme many of his lieutenants of the
had been their mile food.
ly
The prosecution has nett
been
night and day, and could find no reThe gratitude of the poor people
hoard at all. The senate committee, old Hanna machine, of which he.la
lief till
tried Dr. King's New‘DisMr. Naggli-h- I've a great mind te
who are given relief is very toiletof course, is not proceadIng as a court commitee head, have notified him
covery. It took less than one bottle
go to the mass-meeting tonight.
ing.
would. The witnesses are Nit bound that they would abandon his leaderMrs. Naggitt- Whose?
to completely cure me." The safest
by the ordinary rules of evidence. ship if- he attempted to pght PresiMETROPOLIS, ILL.
Mr. Naggitt—
and most reliable cough and cold
Whose! Who".'
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D. A. Bailey, Prop.
what? cure and lung and throat healer ever
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WhIle tne senator would not disfacts. It has no power to punish.
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Dr.
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Giving an account of the assassina- witness thus bar
heard—and there the president and Foraker. The be- when your tuem. contain nothing to COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SOh-er, prevent appendicitis, and estabtion of a certain M. Durand, the re- have
lief is growing that the Foraker ford draw them within.
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fifE PADETAH EVENING SUN.

The New and Different
FURNITURE STORE
Ours is a brand new store,with fresh, clean stock
Styles change and improvements are made in furniture just as in every other business; there is not
an old piece in our store.
We are away from Broadway, with its high expense; our business is on a cash basis and you
therefore do not have to pay a premium on the
installment house's bad debts. Won't you come
in and let us show you how well be are equipped
to supply your Furniture wants.

aa

D. F. ALEXANDER
Proprietor

PADUCAH FUKN I TURE COMPANY
127 South Third Street.

g ,flear system of education.
Ith as the United States has."
Furthermore our sehools bring al:
together on an equal basis and thee
prepare for that general fellowship
and 00-0floration, which la a distinctive and important feature of our
country. There are no classes. Rveta one tands on his own merits.
There are always some who try to
foster the class spirit, but all such
efforts are Itet sight of In the general
cuerent of thought.
We are reminded of Arch: Roosevelt. Several years ago some one expremed his surprise to the little fel.. w that he went to the public school,
saying that he was of a much. higher
class than those boys he went to
school with. Archie answered, "Pans
saes there are only two kinds of
boys, big boys and little boys, good
boys and bad boys." This is the ides
our schools do stand for and it is of
the greatest value to our republic
that it should be preserved.
If only a few are educated, that
can and will pay for it, and the masses are neglected we retard the health•
fie progress of society and.thus indirectly injury comes even to the few
favored ones.

MONDAY, APRIL 15. *

SPRINGTIME NEWS

Now is the season for brightening up the
home, the time to buy the housefurnishings you have been promising yourself
during the winter. We are
ready for you and we promise you that righ
t here brighter, newer or more
complete stocks were never shown before---by
any store. We especially
call your attention to our IMMENSE CAR
PET DEPARTMENT,for it
is the first time in the history of Paduca
h that you have ever had such a
chance to buy floor coverings, at prices inco
mparable.

As we lift oneselves we must lift
others. Moreover, it is one of the
It does us good. It Increases beet investments. The'mo
re we give
the Interest in life, helps us in our the more we gain.
By trying to elework and brings us In closer touch vate the standard, of
education and
with eb
our
i
eIf. 1f
culture for others we grow and gain
uildingwith its surImprovement.
roundings, next to a church, is an in
As we look at our school system
spiration. A monument to the pre
we say we can justly be proud of It
dominance of the better and nobler
(Concluded from Post Page.)
But we are not and dare not le
in life. Thus the mere existence of
blinded to its needs. Our schools and
are benefited, though they never go the library has its influence. Then colleges are not what we
would haes
near the building. They cannot evade the silent witness of the world's best them be. To realize
this is the first
authors
through
their
books
and artl- step in
being benefited In some manner by it. ,
progress. To a great exten
des cannot but have an influence for
The forces exerted by a abrary are
teachers are not what they should be
goon
on
those
who
enter the beautisilent forces. They do not loudly
In most cases methods and equipment
proclaim their presence, nor adver- .fully decorated and well kept build. are not up to the
standard of eft
;ng.
We
have
reason to be proud of
Use their effects. But the greatest
ciency and too often politics in echo()
powers in the world are of that na- our Carnegie library and know that management makes
any progress imwe and the generation that is now
ture. We notice it in the growth of
possible and defeats any and all
Oani•
rising to manhood and
womanh
ood
a tree, in the development of our
for betterment. And to come a litbodies. From day to day there is will be the better for it.
.tle closer home, Kentucky needs to
The Public School.
no preceptible change, weeks and
give-some attention to her educationa:
months seem to make no difference. • But the most common educationat system. In educati
on we find Kenas the years go by and we make corn- agency is the public school. The pub- tucky thirty-seventh
in the list ()schools are a wonderful power in states,
tarlsons, we are .surprised to note a
with Virginia, Florida, Missisour
country. An education is offered sippi,
marked change. The.higher the powGeorgia and Arkansas ahead of
er the slower and more unobserved to all practically free of charge, Those us. We blame
the negro, but unjuetv
for it who can. No one has an
the progress. The silent influence o
ly. If we eliminate the colored popexcuse for not gaining at least a fair
the library is being felt in our entI
ulation we would land Kentucky de
pity. The greatest benefit comes to education. These schools are eflicien, scend to the,for
ty-second place in the
them who use it, and everyone can 1PeclanY those of the villages and educational
scale of the states.
find a great deal Ahat is helpful In cities. Teachers are required to Pam
We have in 'our city a Woman's
his or her line of business or thotight. examinations, teachers' institutes are
club with its various depertments
The merchant, the laborer, the me- held and summer schools are visited.
The educational commitee Is dethez
[titanic, the lawyer, the docter, the In general our schools have good
efficient work and we need to give it
minister, but especially the teacher. teachers,'some with snarly. years of
our aosestance In its noble work. Thew
It Is of help In the seare.h for Inform- experience, and they are doing a work.
tergeni
zations have done wonderfsf
stion and a wonderful he:p in teach as noble, uplifting and far-reaching
work especially toward making the
in
its
effects
as that done by anyone
.ag, by directing the scholars to the
schools better, They have directed
3ources to search for themselves for They are mostly Christiae ornen and
their efforts toward the schools of the
women
who
are serving our country
,nformation and inspiration. For acrural districts and made them in
avity and not receptivity is the se- and ?amenity with devotjon and selfsome states from the, worst to the
sacrIfic
e. We have all reason to be
riat of learning.
Our showing of Dining lkoom Goods is nicer
proud of our educationai system. It best schools. We need work of that
The Library.
than you will find in many of the larger cities. We
we
is taking chi:dren from an parts of kind. Kentucky needs it and
Besides all this the library gives
the world from. al: conditions of lifel hope that our Woman's club, through
can please you in any finish.
weryone an opportunity to gain an
and making them Into good, common' its. educational department and. in co.nsight into the problems and beausense, practical Americans: The trans.' operation with similar organizations
ties of other professions and occults.
formation Is so rapid that it is aeon_ of our state', will finally change many
lions. The physician has a medical
hitting. The other countries recognize of the country schools of which we
library far better than anything at
the value of our educational system. need to be ashamed to schools of
the public library, the lawyer has
a!About three years ago a wealthy'Eng- which we may be proud.
library of leg: lore, the politician a
Family we need to consider the
'ffIlilleshilanthrophist with about
36
political, II any, tile minister a theol EngliKh educators and statesmen via. Sunday schools and the churches as
logical, the teacher a literary and
,Ited our country for the purpose of the highest agencies of education
pedagogical. Our books and magaThey are doing splendid work, but
'studying our school system. This
is
tines are accordingeo our profession.
Lone of the sentences contained In still there is need and room for more
Phe public. library gives us an
oppor-Ithedr official report on their returh: and better work. Of Paducah's eosin
tuntty to gain an insight into the
"Honesty
doggedness, pluck and white children of school age 1.500
luestions of other lines of action and
',many other good qualttles, possessed are not in Sunday school: of the 3,0.00
thought. Our views are breadenecIlby
Britons, though re:treble In them- of the county, 2,0410 are not in Sunthereby and we understand
better 'selves, are useless
today unless :w- day school. In the state of Kentuck6
and have a deeper sympathy for 0thcompanted by Practical, up-to-date. over 400,000 welte children of echoo'
era who spend their thoughts and efscientific knowledge: and snch know:- age are out of the Sunday ecatools
forts in err l..•Iy diferent reams than !edge
a great work for us to do
is possible on'
by a broad and There
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For elegance, service and price, see our line
of Parlor Goods. $22.00 buys an elegant three-piece sett well worth $30.00. A
very large assortment at prices to suit all.

•

From such an immense showing of Carpets,
Druggets, Matting, Linoleum, etc., it is
easy for you to make a pleasing selection.
See others, then compare ours.

Direct Action
'Gas StoVes

Save you one-half the
labor, as well as gas. See
this stove before buying.

Here is a real
bargain. 25
per cent off
on all Porcelain one hundred piece
sets.

Bohn Syphon
kefrigetators
American F a vorite Refrigerator. Get one
on 10 days' free
trial.

•
S
.

New things in
Davenports. SO
different styles.

Special Arrivals at

GuTHRIE ys
Ginghams, Madras, Percales
and Bleached Domestics.

•

I.

